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Quantum chemistry, an important part of chemistry, over the last years has become
a branch of science that is capable of predicting, conrming and sometimes rejecting
experimental observations. A very good example of the latter might be an achievement
of the Polish scientists, Koªos and Wolniewicz. In 1960, using an approach based on
an explicitly correlated wave function, they predicted a dissociation energy of hydrogen
molecule that was in disagreement with the measurement of Herzberg [1], who was an
unquestioned authority in the eld at that time. The subsequent experiment, carried out
by Herzberg again, gave an excellent agreement with the theoretical prediction. This was
a victory of quantum chemistry and, in general, theoretical sciences.
The main goal of quantum chemistry is to nd a solution of the molecular Schrödinger
equation [2]
ĤΨ = EΨ, (1)
where Ĥ is the electronic molecular Hamiltonian, Ψ is the wave function and E is the
energy. Due to the fact the we are unable to solve this equation exactly, we have to apply
various approximations. In principle the molecular wave function Ψ can be constructed
from N -electron Slater determinants and thus, when treating Eq. (1) in an approximated
manner, we face two major problems. One of them is the incompleteness of the one-
electron basis used to represent the molecular orbitals (MOs), the other problem refers to
the approximations made within the N -electron model. The errors that come from these
two sources are of dierent nature, but to large extend depend on each other. Schemati-
cally they are illustrated on Figure 1. The perfect quantum-chemistry model would give
Figure 1: The systematic approach to the exact solution of the Schrödinger equation.
us the solution that is located in the upper-right corner of the plot (denoted here as
exact solution). Within the computational practice, however, we develop approximated
models that approach the exact solution. The nal tool, which is the practical realization
of the assumed model, gives us the results that are almost always a compromise between
accuracy and computational cost.
The incompleteness of the one-electron basis set can be reduced in two ways. One can
apply either extrapolation techniques or, alternatively, one can include into the wave
function terms that depend explicitly on the distance between the electrons. The latter
solution seems to be more satisfactory since the enhanced, explicitly correlated wave
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function gives a much improved description of the system. Extrapolation, on the other
hand, improves only the energy based on the analytical model for the convergence of that
quantity.
The improvements within the hierarchy of N -electron models is probably a more compli-
cated task. There are a couple of quantum-chemistry theories that allow us to approach
the exact Schrödinger equation systematically. Among them the coupled-cluster (CC)
method represents probably the most successful approach. It can be applied to relatively
large systems and the theory is both size-extensive and size-consistent. So far the only
way to approach the exact Schrödinger equation, within the hierarchy of the N -electron
models (following the horizontal axis on Figure 1), is the systematic extension of the
excitation level. In CC theory there is a series of models that refer to the way the clus-
ter operator is truncated (CCS, CCSD, CCSDT, CCSDTQ and so on). In the limit of
the untruncated cluster operator the CC wave function becomes equivalent with full CI,
which is the exact solution of the Schrödinger equation within a particular basis set. The
truncation level indicates, in some sense, the accuracy of the model which is almost always
limited by the available computational resources.
The main goal of the present work is to report the implementation of the explicitly-
correlated coupled-cluster singles-and-doubles method (CCSD(F12)) in Turbomole.
This tool is capable of very ecient calculating the CCSD energies at the basis set limit
with relatively small orbital basis sets. The implementation works with RHF, UHF and
ROHF reference wave functions, which means that it can treat both closed- and open-
shell species. The formulation in terms of intermediate quantities and the application of
density tting techniques make this implementation quite unique.
The thesis begins with Section 2, where a brief history about the explicitly correlated
approaches is presented. This is followed by Section 3 with general remarks about stan-
dard and explicitly correlated coupled-cluster theories. In Section 4, the details about
the CCSD(F12) model relevant to the implementation in Turbomole are presented.
The usefulness of the developed tool is illustrated with the application to the problems
that are of interest to general chemistry. A very accurate determination of the reactions
barrier heights of two CH•3+CH4 reactions has been carried out (Section 5) and the at-
omization energies of 106 medium-size and small molecules were computed and compared
with available experimental thermochemical data (Section 6). The ionization potentials
and electron anities of the atoms H, C, N, O and F were obtained and an agreement
with the experimental values of the order of a fraction of a meV was reached (Section 7).
Within all applications, the CCSD(F12) calculation was only a part of the whole computa-
tional procedure. The contributions from various levels of theory were taken into account




The slow convergence of conguration interaction (CI) expansions in orbital basis sets is
linked to the presence of the correlation cusp in the wave function. Within the molecular
Hamiltonian the interelectronic Coulomb operator scales like the reciprocal of the distance
between the electrons and, for the part of the conguration space where the electrons are






remains constant everywhere for Ψ being the exact wave function. The singularity that
comes from the Coulomb operators must be cancelled by the kinetic energy operator.
This can happen only if the wave function becomes linear in r12 as the particles coalesce.








Ψ(r12 = 0), (3)
where av indicates a spherical averaging. The cusp condition in a more general form was
given by Pack and Brown [4]. The incorrect behavior of the wave functions based on the
conventional CI expansion for r12 = 0 is the major reason why these expansions converge
slowly with respect to the orbital expansion. In fact, when considering the energies, the
small sphere of the conguration space around the coalescence point contributes very little
to this quantity. More important for energies is an overall shape and size of the Coulomb
hole. This problem is illustrated on Figure 2, where wave functions of the electronic
ground state of helium atom are plotted. In the upper part (a), the dierence between
the Hylleraas and Hartree-Fock wave functions is shown, where one of the electrons is xed
in the plane that contains the nucleus, at a position 0.5 a0 away from the nucleus. The
Hylleraas wave function can be considered here as the exact solution to the Schrödinger
equation for helium. In the middle part (b) the geminal function is plotted, in this case
the summation over xy simplies to just one term because for helium two electrons occupy
one orbital . The bottom part (c) represents the dierence between (a) and (b). This
dierence is very small, which means that the F12 geminal functions describe properly
the correlation hole.
2.1 Hylleraas and James-Coolidge wave functions
Already in 1929 Hylleraas found that the orbital expansion of the wave function of helium
converges extremely slowly. The problem could be overcome by including terms in the
wave function that depend explicitly on interelectronic coordinates [6, 7]. The proposed






with the following denition of the coordinates
s = r1 + r2, (5)
t = r1 − r2, (6)
u = r12. (7)
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2.1. Hylleraas and James-Coolidge wave functions
Figure 2: The wave function of helium atom in its electronic ground state. The upper part
(a) represents the dierence between the Hartree-Fock and Hylleraas wave functions in a
plane that contains the nucleus and xed electron, called in the literature the Coulomb
hole [5]. In the middle part (b) the F12 geminal function with γ = 1.0 a−10 is plotted.
The bottom part (c) represents the dierence between (a) and (b).
The singlet ground state (para-helium case) requires particular spatial symmetry of the
function. Therefore, only even powers of t were considered here. Even very short ex-
pansions of this type [Eq. (4)] led to very good results reducing the discrepancy between
theory and experiment from 0.12 to 0.01 eV in terms of the ionization potential of the
helium atom.
A natural idea was to extend the concept of Hylleraas to molecules. It was done in 1933




ci [φi(r 1, r 2) + φi(r 2, r 1)], (8)
with the following denition of the basis functions for the Σ state
















rai is the distance between the nucleus a and the i-th electron, R is the internuclear
distance, ρ is the explicitly correlated term ρ = 2r12/R, α is the nonlinear parameter to
be optimized and mi, ni, ki, li, µi are non-negative integers. Similar to the Hylleraas case,
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even very short expansions of the type Eq. (8) led to very accurate results yielding the
total energy of H2 E = −1.17347 Eh, which is ca. 1 mEh above the variational limit. This
result was later improved by Koªos and Roothaan [9], and Koªos and Wolniewicz [10, 11].
The wave function Eq. (8) does not have the proper behavior in the dissociation limit and
the idea of Koªos and Wolniewicz was to correct this drawback. A new, generalized wave




ci [φi(r 1, r 2) + φi(r 2, r 1)], (11)
with the basis functions








The denition of the coordinates and used symbols is analogous to Eq. (9). Using this
function, called Koªos-Wolniewicz wave function, and correcting the electronic energy
with adiabatic and relativistic contributions, Koªos and Wolniewicz obtained a dissocia-
tion energy of the hydrogen molecule that was in disagreement with the contemporary
experimental value [1]. Subsequent experiment, however, removed the discrepancy [12],
proving the validity of the quantum mechanical approach. The achievement of Koªos and
Wolniewicz is considered as a great triumph of quantum chemistry.
2.2 Exponentially correlated Gaussians (ECG)
The necessary condition for the eectiveness of the quantum mechanical approach is the
possibility of expressing the integrals in an analytical way. For small linear systems it
was possible in the case of the Koªos-Wolniewicz wave function [Eq. (11)], but the gen-
eralization to non-linear many-electron cases led to a catastrophic complication of the
integrals. In 1960, Boys [13] and Singer [14] independently proved that for a particular
class of functions, that were the products of Cartesian Gauÿ functions and Gauÿ corre-
lation factors, all the integrals can be computed in an analytical way. The general wave









where Â and Ŝ are permutational and spatial symmetry operators, respectively. The


















g (αki ,Aki , lki ,mki , nki) =
(
xk − Axki
)lki (yk − Ayki)mki (zk − Azki)nki
× exp(−αki |r k −Aki |
2),
(15)
where N is number of electrons in the considered system. The centers of the Gaussian
functions Aki as well as the nonlinear parameters αk, βγδ are variationally optimized and
lk, mk, nk are non-negative integer numbers. The integrals can be expressed through the
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exponential function, square root, a nite number of the basic algebraic operations and





The special case of ECG functions, referring to two-electron systems, is called Gaussian-





g (αki ,Aki , lki ,mki , nki) exp(−βir212). (17)
Expansions based on GTG basis functions [Eq. 17] have been used as Ansätze for the
explicitly correlated MP2 and CC wave functions [15].
It is worth to mention that each basis function within the ECG expansion [Eq. (14)]
correlates all electrons, which yields in total nbas(3N +N(N +1)/2) nonlinear parameters
to be optimized, where nbas is the number of the basis functions in the expansion. Each
ECG basis function depends on the coordinates of all electrons, but the resulting 3N -
dimensional integrals can be computed in closed form. The accuracy obtained with ECGs
is unprecedented [15], but due to the time-consuming nonlinear optimization the high
accuracy could be obtained only for few-electron atoms and molecules.
2.3 The R12 methods
The common feature of the explicitly correlated approaches discussed so far is that the
whole wave function is expanded in explicitly correlated basis functions. Kutzelnigg and
Klopper proposed a dierent approach, initially at the MP2 level of theory [16]. The
general idea of Kuztelnigg and Klopper was to supplement the conventional CI expansion
with the explicitly correlated part in the following way






where Â is the antisymmetry operator, rkl is the distance between the electrons k and l
and |Hartree〉 is the Hartree state (i.e. the product of occupied orbitals). The prefactor
 1
2
 in Eq. (18) has been formally introduced to fulll the Kato's electron-electron cusp
condition [3] [see Eq. (3)]. The intrinsic feature of the MP2 approach is the possibility
of decomposing the correlation energy into pair contributions, provided that the pair
functions are strongly orthogonal on the occupied space [17, 18]. Therefore, if a reference
wave function of the form Eq. (18) is assumed, the entire MP2 pair function can be written
as
|uij〉 = |wij〉+ |vij〉. (19)













These equations are expressed in the spin-orbital formalism and the products of orbitals
are assumed to be antisymmetrized. The coecients cx,yi,j are the explicitly correlated
analogues of the conventional ta,bi,j amplitudes. The xy indices refer to the space of geminal
replacements which is usually spanned by the occupied orbitals. The operator Q̂12 in
Eq. (21) is the strong orthogonality projector and f12 is the correlation factor. In Eq. (18)
the f12 correlation factor was chosen as linear r12 term. It is not necessary to use it in
such form. Recent advances in R12 theory have shown that Slater-type correlation factors,
referred here as f12, are advantageous. Depending on the choice of the Ansatz of the wave
function, the formula for the projector varies, but the detailed discussion of these issues
is postponed until Subsection 4.2. The minimization of the Hylleraas functional
H[uij] = 〈uij|(f̂1 + f̂2 − εi − εj)|uij〉+ 2〈uij|r−112 |ij〉 ≥ ε
(2)
ij (22)
with respect to the amplitudes yields upper bounds to the MP2 pair energies. The pres-
ence of the operator Q̂12 in the explicitly correlated pair function [Eq. (21)] leads to






where Ô1 is projection operator onto the space spanned by the occupied orbitals. The six-
index integrals [Eq. (23)], even though not very dicult to evaluate, are numerous, but due
to the insertion of the resolution-of-the-identity (RI) operators they can be avoided. The
advised formulation of the approximated RIs (using, e.g. the complementary auxiliary
basis set (CABS) approximation) keeps the associated errors small. For instance they
could be reduced to the order of 0.01 mEh in the correlation energy for systems of the
size of Ne [19]. The details about the approximated RIs, relevant to the present work, are
discussed later in Section 4.2.
Modern implementations of the MP2-F12 method combine the CABS approximation [20]
with robust density tting techniques [21, 22] and local approaches [23]. The cx,yi,j coe-
cients are usually constrained at the values predetermined from the cusp conditions, as
one half for singlet pairs and one quarter for triplet pairs in the spin-adapted formalism
[24, 25]. The MP2-F12 methods have been extended to treat open-shell systems with
unrestricted [26, 27, 28], restricted [29, 30] and multireference [29] formalisms.
The inclusion of explicit correlation at the MP2 level of theory can be relatively easily
done by supplementing the conventional pair function [Eq. (20)] with the explicitly corre-
lated part [Eq. (21)], such that the entire pair function is the sum of these two [Eq. (19)].
At the coupled-cluster level of theory an analogous modication of the wave function is
achieved by modifying the cluster operator with an additional term that depends explic-
itly on the interelectronic distance. The resulting coupled-cluster residuals and energy
expression, supplemented with the explicitly correlated contributions, lead to signicant
enhancements of the energy and the wave function. It is possible to obtain quintuple-ζ
quality energies with triple-ζ orbital basis sets [31, 32]. The main focus of the present work




Within the standard quantum-chemistry approach we begin our description with solv-
ing the Hartree-Fock (HF) equations. This is a mean-eld approach and the solution,
i.e. an electronic state, is represented by the set of occupied molecular orbitals. The
expectation value of the molecular Hamiltonian with the Hartree-Fock wave function is









where 〈ij||ij〉 is an antisymmetrized Coulomb integral, and ĥ is a one-electron part of
the molecular Hamiltonian. The Hartree-Fock energy [Eq. (24)] does depend only on
the occupied orbitals (denoted with i, j, k, . . .). The virtual orbitals (a, b, c, . . .), that are
the eigenvectors of the Fock operator, might be considered as the byproducts of the
HF procedure. In contrast to the occupied states they are not directly optimized, but
they are obtained via the diagonalization of the Fock matrix. Therefore the subspace of
the virtual orbitals is qualitatively dierent from the occupied orbitals. This remark is
relevant here, because all post HF methods involve the excited Slater determinants where
at least one occupied MO is replaced with a virtual MO.
The HF picture does not account for dynamic electron correlation. In fact, within formal
denition of the correlation energy
Ecorr = Eexact − EHF, (25)
the HF approach is assumed as entirely insensitive for electron correlation. Therefore the
HF description has to be improved. In standard quantum chemistry the renement is
obtained by introducing virtual electronic excitations into a set of virtual MOs obtained
also in the HF procedure (vide supra). In the limit of arbitrary high virtual excitations
and complete virtual orbital spaces, the exact solution of the Schrödinger equation can be
obtained. It means that the exact solution of the Schrödinger equation requires the full
conguration interactions treatment carried out in an innite basis set. This is of course
impossible and, instead, we must deal with an approximated description of the electronic
system. In particular we must skip some multiple electronic excitations by truncating the
excitation level, and the space of virtual orbitals must be nite. The approximations made
within these two components of the quantum chemistry model determine its accuracy and
performance. These fundamental sources of errors have been already mentioned in the
introductory section (see Section 1).
3.1 Standard coupled-cluster theory
The Hartree-Fock wave function is obtained by variational minimization of the energy




The energy functional involves the Slater determinant, that is an antisymmetrized product




In a given orbital basis, the Hartree-Fock description divides the orbital space into a set
of occupied and virtual spin orbitals. From the Slater determinant any other determinant
may be generated by replacing an occupied orbital by a virtual. Formally such operation

















cak, . . . . (27)
An operator ai annihilates an electron in spin orbital i, while a†a creates an electron in spin
orbital a. The creation and annihilation operators satisfy the usual algebra [ap, a†q]+ = δpq.
Introducing the generic notation τ̂µ for excitation operators and noting that [τ̂µ, τ̂ν ] = 0,
we may express the coupled-cluster wave function in the standard exponential form [35]
|CC〉 = exp(T̂ )|HF〉, (28)





is a linear combination of excitation operators τ̂µ, each multiplied by an associated cluster
amplitude tµ. To determine these amplitudes and calculate the electronic energy, we insert
the wave function Eq. (28) into the Schrödinger equation
Ĥ|CC〉 = E|CC〉 (30)
and multiply from the left with exp(−T̂ ), yielding the similarity-transformed Schrödinger
equation
exp(−T̂ )Ĥ exp(T̂ )|HF〉 = E|HF〉. (31)
To determine the cluster amplitudes and the electronic energy we multiply this equation
from the left by the ground state (Hartree-Fock state 〈HF|) and all possible excited states,
called projection manifolds
〈µ| = 〈HF|τ̂ †µ. (32)
The projections against all possible states that might be generated by the excitation
operators present in the cluster operator Eq. (29) according to Eq. (32) give the recipe
how to compute the coupled-cluster state from the following nonlinear equations
E =〈HF| exp(−T̂ )Ĥ exp(T̂ )|HF〉, (33)
0 =〈µ| exp(−T̂ )Ĥ exp(T̂ )|HF〉. (34)
The coupled-cluster electronic state is uniquely dened by the set of the cluster amplitudes
tµ, and these amplitudes are used to obtain the coupled-cluster energy from Eq. (33).
Due to the fact that the Ansatz of the coupled-cluster wave function has the exponential
parametrization [Eq. (28)] the energy is size-extensive. This is an obvious advantage
of the coupled-cluster formalism compared to some other techniques (e.g. conguration
interaction). For a general discussion of coupled-cluster theory and the coupled-cluster
equations see Refs. [5, 36].
With all possible excitations included in the cluster operator Eq. (29), coupled-cluster
theory provides an exact solution to the Schrödinger equation in a given orbital basis,
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equivalent to a full conguration-interaction (FCI) treatment in the same basis. However,
except in a very small orbital basis, this approach is very expensive and the approximations
have to be applied. The approximate treatments can be straightforwardly obtained by
truncating the cluster operator Eq. (29). Introducing the notation
T̂ = T̂1 + T̂2 + T̂3 + · · · , (35)
where T̂n contains all possible n-excitation operators, the following hierarchy of the
coupled-cluster models can be introduced
|CCS〉 = exp(T̂1)|HF〉, (36)
|CCSD〉 = exp(T̂1 + T̂2)|HF〉, (37)
|CCSDT〉 = exp(T̂1 + T̂2 + T̂3)|HF〉, (38)
and so on. Thus, at the lowest level of coupled-cluster singles [CCS, Eq. (36)] theory, we
include all possible single excitations in the cluster operator; in coupled-cluster singles-
and-doubles [CCSD, Eq. (37)] theory [37], all possible double excitations are also included.
In coupled-cluster singles-doubles-triples [CCSDT, Eq. (38)] theory [38, 39], all triple
excitations are included. In general, higher-order excitations are less important than the
lower-order ones, except that the singles play a relatively minor role, eectively performing
small orbital adjustments to the doubles and higher excitations.
It is important to note that, at each level of coupled-cluster theory, we include through the
exponential parameterization of Eq. (28) all possible determinants that can be generated
within a given orbital basis, that is, all determinants that enter the FCI wave function
in the same orbital basis. Thus, the improvement in the sequence CCSD, CCSDT, and
so on does not occur because more determinants are included in the description but from
an improved representation of their expansion coecients. For example, in CCS theory,
the doubly-excited determinants are represented by 1
2
T̂ 21 |HF〉, whereas the same determi-
nants are represented by (T̂2 + 12 T̂
2
1 )|HF〉 in CCSD theory. Thus, in CCSD theory, the
weight of each doubly-excited determinant is obtained as the sum of a connected doubles
contribution from T̂2 and a disconnected singles contribution from T̂ 21 /2. This parameter-
ization of the wave function is not only more compact than the linear parameterization of
conguration-interaction (CI) theory, but it also ensures size-extensivity of the calculated
electronic energy.
3.2 Explicitly correlated CCSD theory
The hierarchy of coupled-cluster models provides a clear route towards the exact solu-
tion of the Schrödinger equation, but the slow basis-set convergence limits the accuracy
sometimes even for small molecules. The way to overcome this problem is to combine the
coupled-cluster model with the explicitly correlated approach. It can be done, in princi-
ple, for any model within the coupled-cluster hierarchy. The main task of this work is,
however, the implementation of explicitly correlated CCSD model, hence the discussion
will be focused on this particular model.
The main idea of explicitly correlated CCSD theory is to extend the conventional space








where a formally complete, one-electron basis {α, β . . .} has been introduced. The addi-
tional excitations are included through the generalization of the cluster operator [Eq. (29)].
The conventional double excitations (i, j → a, b) are extended with the additional ones
that refer to the complete space (i, j → α, β). The operator replacing the pair of occupied










where Êαi are excitation operators in the spin-free notation (see Subsection 4.2). The
geminal function Eq. (39) can be considered as the analogue of the MP2-F12 pair func-
tion Eq. (21). The explicitly correlated coupled-cluster equations are derived by inserting
T2′ into the usual expressions for the coupled-cluster residuals and energy. The ampli-
tudes cx,yi,j are determined in a manner analogous to conventional amplitudes, that is, the







∣∣∣ exp(−T̂ )Ĥ exp(T̂ )∣∣∣HF〉 = 0. (41)
Similar to the MP2-F12 formalism, the strong orthogonality projector in the geminal basis
leads to many-electron integrals in the amplitude equations. Explicit evaluation of these
integrals severely restricts the range of application and the successful approaches are those
that involve two-electron integration at most. The implementation of the CCSD(F12) in
Turbomole fullls this requirement.
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4.1 General remarks
One of the special cases of coupled-cluster theory is the singles-and-doubles (CCSD)
model [37]. The cluster operator Eq. (29) is restricted to contain only the singles and
doubles excitation operators. The importance of this model can be seen from the fact that,
for any coupled-cluster wave function, the singles and doubles amplitudes are the only
ones that contribute directly to the coupled-cluster energy. In the explicitly correlated
CCSD model the conventional cluster operator containing the T̂1 and T̂2 operators is
supplemented with an additional term that takes care of the explicit correlation (written
with red font)
|CCSDF12〉 = exp (T̂1 + T̂2 + T̂2′)|HF〉 = exp(Ŝ)|HF〉, (42)
where |HF〉 is the Hartree-Fock state and the T̂1, T̂2 and T̂2′ are the excitation operators.
The CCSD-F12 equations can be obtained by projecting the function
exp(−Ŝ)Ĥ exp(Ŝ)|HF〉 (43)
onto the Hartree-Fock state and the excited determinants [see Eqs. (33) and (34)]. The
new term in the cluster operator requires an additional projection onto the manifold of
geminal double replacements [see Eq. (41)]. This yields the following equations for the
CCSD-F12 model [40]
E =〈HF| exp(−Ŝ)Ĥ exp(Ŝ)|HF〉, (44)
0 =〈µ1| exp(−Ŝ)Ĥ exp(Ŝ)|HF〉, (45)
0 =〈µ2| exp(−Ŝ)Ĥ exp(Ŝ)|HF〉, (46)
0 =〈µ2′| exp(−Ŝ)Ĥ exp(Ŝ)|HF〉. (47)
The derivation of the working expression can be done with the use of Wick's theorem, a di-
agrammatic approach, or any other technique [5, 36]. The expressions of the CCSD(F12)
model, an approximation to the full CCSD-F12 method [41], can be obtained by ne-
glecting some terms in the formulas of the CCSD-F12 model. In particular, the terms
quadratic in the cx,yi,j coecients and higher order in the uctuation potential vanish within
the CCSD(F12) approach [41]. The CCSD(F12) equations, expressed in terms of the
similarity-transformed Hamiltonian H̄ = exp(−T̂1− T̂2)Ĥ exp(T̂1 + T̂2), can be written in
the following way
E =〈HF|H̄ + [H̄, T̂2′ ]|HF〉, (48)
0 =〈µ1|H̄ + [H̄, T̂2′ ]|HF〉, (49)
0 =〈µ2|H̄ + [H̄, T̂2′ ]|HF〉, (50)
0 =〈µ2′|H̄ + [f̂ , T̂2′ ]|HF〉, (51)
where f̂ is the Fock operator. The main purpose of this Section is to provide detailed
information about working expressions, derived from Eqs. (48)-(51), which have been
implemented in Turbomole as main objective of this thesis.
The current Section is organized as follows: in Subsection 4.2 the general information
about the excitation operators, strong orthogonality projectors and correlation factors is
15
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provided. In Subsection 4.3 the general sketch of the program ow is shown, where the
most important steps of the implementation are shortly discussed. In Subsection 4.4 the
details about the V µ,νx,y intermediate are provided. This quantity is one of the most impor-
tant intermediates within the F12 part of the CCSD code, and a signicant fraction of
the terms that contribute to the residuals is obtained from this quantity. Therefore, the
discussion about V µ,νx,y precedes the subsections that focus on explicitly correlated contri-
butions to the coupled-cluster energy (Subsection 4.5) and residuals (Subsections 4.6, 4.7,
4.8). In the last part of this Section, the alternative approximations to the CCSD-F12
model, also implemented in Turbomole as part of the thesis, are discussed (Subsec-
tion 4.9).
4.2 Excitation operators, strong orthogonality projectors and cor-
relation factors
Before analyzing the nal formulas of the CCSD(F12) model, it is benecial to discuss
some technical details related to the excitation operators. The implementation in Turbo-
mole supports restricted, unrestricted and restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock reference
wave functions (RHF, UHF and ROHF, respectively). The calculations based on the lat-
ter reference are treated in the UHF fashion with the use of semicanonical orbitals [42, 43].
Depending on the choice of the reference, the excitation operators (as well as the other
quantities) are expressed in the spin-free or spin-orbital formalisms, respectively for the
RHF and UHF cases. In the spin-orbital formalism the spin indices are included explicitly
and therefore one has to consider various spin cases separately. For instance, in the case
of two-index quantities there are two spin cases (α and β), four-index quantities require
considering four spin cases (αα, ββ, αβ and βα). However, due to the fact that we can
interchange the coordinates of the electrons without aecting any expectation value, the
βα and αβ cases become equivalent and only one of them has to be considered explicitly.
There are special cases where such symmetry cannot be applied, e.g. the spin o-diagonal
components (αβ and βα) of the fp
′′,q
x,y integrals, where the upper indices belong to dierent
spaces of orbitals. Quantities that have more than four indices pose similar properties,
but they do not occur in the CCSD(F12) model. In the RHF limit, that is when the
spatial parts of the α and β orbitals are the same, one can sum over spin cases leaving
only the orbital indices. The single and double excitations operators in this case, called
















Detailed information about excitation operators and their properties can be found in
[5]. Within the spin-orbital formalism, which is appropriate for the formulas based on
the UHF reference, both spin and orbital indices are included explicitly. The analogous
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It is worth to mention that in the UHF formalism, due to the orthogonality of the spin
functions, it is not allowed to excite an electron occupying α spin-orbital to the β spin-
orbital (and vice versa). As it was already mentioned in Subsection 3.2, in the case of
explicitly correlated CCSD theory, the cluster operator is supplemented with the addi-
tional excitation operator T2′ [Eq. (40)]. This operator is responsible for the explicitly
correlated treatment and involves additional excitations (F12 excitations) into the comple-
mentary basis. In the spin-free formalism its mathematical form was already shown and



















where the indices αβ do not refer here to the spin but to the complete virtual basis. The
space of the conventional virtual orbitals is extended with additional functions
{φ} = {φi} ⊕ {φα} = {φi} ⊕ {φa} ⊕ {φα⊥}. (58)
The space {φα⊥} is an algebraic complement of the space spanned by the occupied and
virtual orbitals to a full (complete) space {φ} (see Figure 3). Practically one can use
Figure 3: The inclusion of the complementary space into the space of conventional MOs.
the complementary auxiliary basis set approximation (CABS) proposed by Valeev [20],
which means that the space of conventional MOs is supplemented with additional CABS
orbitals. These additional orbitals, obtained as linear combination of both the conven-
tional and the auxiliary basis functions, are chosen in such a way that CABS orbitals
are orthonormal with respect to the conventional MOs and also mutually orthonormal
(the CABS approximation will be discussed in more detail later in this Section). The
coecients for the representation of the geminal functions wα,βx,y are the matrix elements
(ignoring spins)
wα,βx,y = 〈αβ|Q̂12f12|xy〉. (59)
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The presence of the projector Q̂12 assures that the space spanned by the conventional
double excitations is strongly orthogonal on the occupied space. Within the current work
two Ansätze for Q̂12 are considered. To be consistent with the literature we will refer to
Ansatz 1 and Ansatz 3 (abbreviated as An1 and An3, respectively). The f12 term is
an arbitrary function of the distance between the electrons r12. Within the current work
the linear r12 and Slater type correlation factors exp(−γr12) are considered. Due to the
computational convenience, the latter one was implemented as a linear combination of





where the γ parameter is kept constant and the linear ci, and non-linear αi coecients are
determined in a least-squares manner [44]. The CCSD(F12) electronic energies treated
with the orbital basis set of triple-ζ (or higher) quality do not depend strongly on the
value of γ [31, 44]. In practice we normally choose some value between 0.9 and 1.4 a−10 .
The length of the expansion, N , is also not critical, usually six terms assure appropriate
accuracy. It is worth to note here that it is not necessary to use the approximated Slater
correlation factor. Ten-no derived the analytical formulas with the exact Slater function,
but they are much more demanding from the implementation point of view [25, 45]. As
it was mentioned above, the presence of the Q̂12 operator is the intrinsic feature of the
explicitly correlated geminal function and its choice determines the particular Ansatz of
the wave function. In the case of An1, the projector has the following form [46]
Q̂112 = (1̂− P̂1)(1̂− P̂2), (61)
where P̂1 and P̂2 are the one-electron projectors onto the space of orthonormal spatial











The indices p and q in Eq. (62) indicate that the orbitals φp and φq refer to electrons 1
and 2, respectively. The standalone operators P̂1 and P̂2 within the operator Q̂112
Q̂112 = 1̂− P̂1 − P̂2 + P̂1P̂2, (63)
give rise to three electron integrals. This can be easily shown in the case of the V
intermediate, the quantity that is very often used to express the explicitly correlated
terms (see Subsection 4.4 for details). The dicult term is the following
〈pq|f12P̂1r−112 |st〉 = 〈pqr|f12r−123 |rts〉, (64)
whereas the analogous term that contains the product of the operators P̂1P̂2 factorizes
〈pq|f12P̂1P̂2r−112 |tu〉 = 〈pq|f12|rs〉〈rs|r−112 |tu〉, (65)
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where the indices p, q, r, s, t, u refer to arbitrary orbitals. The many-electron integrals
[Eq. (64)] would be avoided if the standalone operators were not present in the formula.
This can be achieved via a procedure called standard approximation (SA), which essen-
tially is the multiple insertion of the resolution-of-the-identity (RI) into the projector
Q̂112 = 1̂− P̂11̂2 − 1̂1P̂2 + P̂1P̂2. (66)





but in practice we have to use an approximated resolution-of-the-identity expanded in
a particular basis. This leads to further approximations and ambiguities. If the orbital
basis set is chosen to represent the 1̂ operator
1̂1 ≈ P̂1, 1̂2 ≈ P̂2 (68)
then the entire Q̂112 projector simplies to
Q̂112 = 1̂− P̂11̂2 − 1̂1P̂2 + P̂1P̂2 ≈ 1̂− P̂1P̂2 − P̂1P̂2 + P̂1P̂2 = 1̂− P̂1P̂2. (69)
The advantage of this approach is its simplicity, but one has to use relatively large orbital
basis sets to ensure that the approximated unity operators in Eq. (68) are well represented
[22]. This limitation quickly becomes a bottleneck and apparently such approach gives
reliable results only for relatively small systems (treated with large orbital basis sets). A
natural idea is to introduce an additional basis set (dierent than the orbital one) that is
used to represent the resolution-of-the-identity operators. There are two (so far) closely
related models, the auxiliary basis set approximation (ABS) [47] and the complementary
auxiliary basis set approximation (CABS) [20]. In the implementation in Turbomole
only the latter one was considered. Within this approach the whole basis (singly primed),
used for the representation of the unity operators, is the union of the orbital and some
auxiliary basis (doubly primed)
{p′} = {p} ∪ {p′′}. (70)
The main idea of the CABS approach is that the RI operators are represented by using




|φp′〉〈φp′ | = P̂1 + P̂ ′′1 ≈ 1̂1. (71)
The expression for the 1̂2 operator can be obtained in complete analogy. The projector
[Eq. 66)] can now be rewritten as
Q̂1,CABS12 =1̂− P̂11̂2 − 1̂1P̂2 + P̂1P̂2 ≈ 1̂− P̂1P̂ ′2 − P̂ ′1P̂2 + P̂1P̂2 (72)
=1̂− P̂1(P̂2 + P̂
′′
2 )− (P̂1 + P̂
′′
1 )P̂2 + P̂1P̂2 (73)
=1̂− P̂1P̂2 − P̂1P̂
′′
2 − P̂1P̂2 − P̂
′′
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The quantities obtained with An1 involve the general and CABS indices. It is important
to note that we avoid here the quantities having two CABS indices simultaneously. The
An1 has been implemented in the Turbomole program, but the results yielding by this
Ansatz are nowadays considered as less accurate than those obtained with An3.
The most successful Ansatz in F12 theory uses the following form of the strong orthogo-
nality projector [19, 20]
Q̂312 = (1̂− Ô1)(1̂− Ô2)− V̂1V̂2. (76)
This choice refers toAn3. Ô1 and V̂1 are the one-electron projectors onto the orthonormal









All formulas with the projector Eq. (76) have been derived and implemented in Turbo-
mole in the course of this thesis. To avoid many electron integrals one can, similar to
the case of An1, apply the SA procedure with the use of the CABS approximation. This
yields the following contributions
Q̂312 ≈1̂− Ô1P̂2 − Ô1P̂ ′′2 + P̂1Ô2 + P̂ ′′1 Ô2 + Ô1Ô2 − V̂1V̂2
=1̂− P̂1P̂2 − Ô1P̂ ′′2 − P̂ ′′1 Ô2 = Q̂112 − Ô1P̂ ′′2 − P̂ ′′1 Ô2.
(79)
Graphically, the action of this projector is explained in Figure 4. The space spanned by
Figure 4: The pictorial representation of the projector within Ansatz 3.
the conventional excitation (i, j → a, b) is separated out and only the geminal excitations
involving the CABS orbitals are left. Hence, after the action of operator Eq. (79), only
the double replacements of the form (i, j → α⊥, β⊥), (i, j → a, β⊥) and (i, j → α⊥, b)
remain. The other excitations, referring to the conventional replacements, are not con-
sidered within the explicitly correlated calculation. The indices α⊥ and β⊥ refer to the
complementary space that is orthogonal to the space of the conventional MOs.
4.3 The general sketch of the program ow
The implementation of the CCSD(F12) model in Turbomole involves many quantities
and a variety of algorithms that are used for the evaluation of the CCSD(F12) energy.
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The present work should be considered as the extension and generalization of the existing
implementation of the conventional CCSD model [48]. The manner, in which the CCSD,
and thus CCSD(F12), models are realized can be characterized as integral-directdensity-
tting implementation. It means that some quantities are computed in the density-tting
approximation (DF), the other ones are computed on-the-y in the AO basis and con-
tracted with some other quantities [48]. The DF approximation is in the literature often
called the RI approximation (resolution-of-the-identity), but within the current work the
term RI approximation is reserved for the intrinsic RI used in the R12 theory. The main
idea of the DF approximation relies on the assumption that the four-index quantities are
never stored explicitly. Instead, they are computed on-the-y from three-index integrals
by carrying out the contraction over the index associated with the auxiliary basis set. The
index of the DF auxiliary basis (usually denoted with Q) should be clearly distinguished
from the CABS index (denoted as doubly primed index p′′), they refer to entirely dif-
ferent spaces. The DF approximation requires additional well optimized basis sets, but,
especially at the MP2 level of theory, the speed up of the program compensates the eort
related to this extra basis set. Within the series of the many-body models, MP2 as the
simplest one that takes care of dynamic correlation, is a bit unusual. Within this model
the bottleneck is the computation of the integrals, the contraction between the integrals
and the amplitudes is a much cheaper step. This is the reason for the signicant speed
up of the code if the DF approximation is applied for the four-index Coulomb integrals at
the MP2 level of theory. The scaling of the higher many body models (CCSD, CCSDT
and so on) is determined by the cost associated with the contractions. For these models
(especially for those that go beyond the CCSD model) the DF approximation is not that
critical.
The implementation of the CCSD(F12) model in Turbomole relies on the built-in MP2-
F12 module [49, 50]. The general sketch of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Result: The CCSD(F12) energy
Perform the MP2-F12 calculation (involved step, described in detail elsewhere)1
Compute the integrals over the (f12r−112 ) operator with two AO indices2
Transform the MP2-F12 quantities (call to ccr12_prep from the main program3
ricc2)
Resort the integrals (call to rir12_resort from ccsdint routine)4
Carry out the back-transformation of the four-index integrals (call to5
ccr12_pqtomunu from ccsdint routine)
Compute the non T1-dependent V intermediate (call to rir12ccsd_vint from6
ccsdint routine, described in detail in Subsection. 4.4)
Transform the V µ,νx,y intermediate to the occupied space V
i,j
x,y (call to cc_bfmo from7
ccsdint routine)
Prepare the three-index quantities BQ,ap′′ (ccsdint routine)8
Compute the Fock matrix elements Fip′′ and Fap′′ (ccsdint routine)9
while Convergency criteria not fullled (energy, norm of the T1 residual) do
Compute the T1, T2 and T2′ residuals (described in detail in Subsections. 4.7,10
4.8)
Compute the energy (cc_energy)11
Precondition the amplitudes (cc_precond)12
Get the DIIS guess for the next-iteration amplitudes (cc_diis)13
end
Algorithm 1: General algorithm of the CCSD(F12) module in the Turbomole
program.
Each CCSD(F12) calculation is preceded with the MP2-F12 call (step 1; Alg. 1). The
whole MP2-F12 energy calculation is performed and the important intermediates are
saved on disk for later use within the CCSD(F12) calculation. The MP2-F12 step is
quite involved by itself but will not be discussed here. The details can be found in
Refs. [49, 50]. From the point of view of the present work, the important information is
that the MP2-F12 intermediates are later on used within the CCSD(F12) module. They
are collected in Table 1. For practical reasons the integrals (fg)µ,νx,y , although not needed
for the evaluation of the MP2-F12 energy, are computed within the MP2-F12 module
(step 2; Alg. 1). These quantities are used for the computation of the V intermediate
if the LCG correlation factor is requested. After the MP2-F12 run the rst CCSD(F12)
Table 1: The MP2-F12 quantities used in the CCSD(F12) calculation.
Description quantity purpose




ij the T2′ residual, preconditioning
four-index integrals : fpqij , f
p′′q
ij the T2, T2′ residuals
three-index integrals : BQ,kl, BQ,kp′′ all residuals, Fock matrices
two-index quantities : Cµ,p′′ , Cµ′′,p′′ back-transformation
routine (cc_prep) is responsible for preliminary issues (step 3; Alg. 1). One of them
is transforming the spin adapted singlet/triplet MP2-F12 matrices (Table 1) into full
(ij, ji) matrices. Also the f12 integrals (Table 1) are transformed to the form that is
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appropriate for later use in the CCSD(F12) part. The next part is the resorting of the
four-index quantities to the form that is suitable for the CCSD(F12) part. The dierent
storing schemes within the MP2-F12 and CCSD(F12) codes refers to the fact that the
implementation of the many-body models in the ricc2 program is designed for the cases
where a relatively large system is treated with a rather small, or medium-size basis set.
This is reected in the structure of the code, in particular in the storing schemes. All
four-index quantities (integrals, amplitudes) are stored in such a way, that the occupied
indices run the fastest. This is not the case for the MP2-F12 quantities, therefore the
resorting procedures have to be called at the preliminary level of the CCSD(F12) run. Let
us introduce the following convention that describes the storing scheme of the quantities
A(the fastest . . . the slowest) e.g. : A(p, q, r, s). (80)
In the above example the quantity A is stored in such a way that the index p is the
fastest, the next one is q and so on. Using this convention the resorting shown in step 4
of Algorithm 1 can be written as
f12(p, q, i, j) −→ f12(i, j, p, q), (81)
where the quantity f12(p, q, i, j) is computed and stored at the MP2-F12 level. The
resorting of the other integrals is always similar, the occupied indices that run the slowest
at the MP2-F12 level are exchanged with the general (or CABS) ones. From the point of
view of the implementation such procedure is not entirely trivial. A naive routine would
assume that the whole four-index quantity is kept in the memory. For larger systems (or
larger basis sets) this assumption would become very quickly a bottleneck, therefore an
algorithm that batches the integrals into the pieces that t into the available memory
was designed. The next step is the back-transformation of the four-index integrals which
is needed for the calculation of the V µ,νx,y intermediate. This part of the code (step 5;
Alg. 1) is explained in Subsection 4.4 where the issues associated with this intermediate
are discussed. When the V µ,νx,y is computed (step 6; Alg. 1) the next task is to transform
this quantity to the occupied space (step 7; Alg. 1). The V i,jx,y is needed for the evaluation of
the CCSD(F12) energy (which will be explained in Subsection 4.5) and the transformation





†V µ,νx,y Cνj. (82)
It was already mentioned that within the current implementation the geminal indices
(xy) refer to the occupied space. At step 8 of Algorithm 1 the additional three-index
quantities are computed. The preliminary run of the MP2-F12 program provides the
integrals shown in Table 1, the additional integrals, needed at the CCSD(F12) level,
have the orbital indices in the CABS and virtual spaces, BQ,ap′′ . They are needed for
the computation of the valence component of the Fock matrix elements (vide infra) and
the C and D contributions to the T2 and T2′ vector functions (see Subsection 4.8 for
details). The detailed information about the implementation of the three-index integrals
in Turbomole can be found in [51]. The last step, before starting the CC iterations,
refers to the computation of the valence parts of the Fock matrices involving the CABS
index (step 9; Alg. 1). The adjective valence here means that only the active two-
electron part of the Fock operator is included. These Fock matrices are computed within
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where the summation runs over the active occupied orbitals. Each Coulomb integral has
to be recovered from the precomputed and stored three-index quantities by contracting









Until now all steps can be considered as the preliminary part of the CCSD(F12) calcu-
lation. The remaining, main part of the program, iteratively solves the CC equations.
The solution of the CC equations requires the computation of the CC residuals (step 10;
Alg. 1) that are dened by the projections onto the excitation manifolds [Eqs. (45), (46),
(47)]. The values of the residuals allow for determining the next guess for the amplitudes
and these new amplitudes (steps 12, 13; Alg. 1) lead to new residuals. The procedure is
repeated until convergence is reached. The measure of the convergence is the dierence
between the energies in the iterations (k) and (k+1) (step 11; Alg. 1) and the norm of the
T1 vector function. As the initial guess for the amplitudes, the optimal MP2 and MP2-F12
amplitudes are assumed for the conventional and explicitly correlated parts, respectively.
To improve the convergence, the direct inversion in the iterative subspace (DIIS) method
[52] is always used for the computation of the next guess for the amplitudes (step 13;
Alg. 1).
4.4 The V µ,νx,y intermediate
Before discussing the formulas for the T1, T2 and T2′ vector functions, it is important to
introduce the V µ,νx,y intermediate. In this part of the thesis, detailed information about
this quantity will be presented. The most important contributions to the CC residuals
are recovered from V µ,νx,y and thus it can be considered as the key intermediate of the
CCSD(F12) implementation in Turbomole. In general, such quantity, in the MO basis,
can be introduced in the following way
V r,sp,q = 〈pq|f12Q̂12r−112 |rs〉, (87)
where f12 is the correlation factor, Q̂12 is the strong orthogonality projector that de-
nes Ansatz of the explicitly correlated wave function (see Subsection 4.2 for the details
concerning f12 and Q̂12), and r−112 is the electron-electron Coulomb operator. The imple-
mentation of the CCSD (and thus CCSD(F12)) method in Turbomole is, to a large
extent, designed in an integral-direct fashion. It means that the most time-consuming
quantities are computed in the AO-basis, combined together and later on transformed to
the MO-basis. The implementation of the additional F12 terms (at least some of them)
follows this idea and therefore the intermediate V µ,νx,y with two AO indices was introduced.
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Among the F12 terms this is one of the most important quantities and will be discuss in
detail here.
It is convenient to begin with the simplest case, i.e. the V intermediate derived within
An1 and the RHF reference, without the CABS contribution (A1-noCABS). If we take
the general formula of the V intermediate [Eq. (87)] and substitute the expression of the
strong orthogonality projector that denes Ansatz 1 [Eq. (61)] we will get the following
equation
V r,sp,q = 〈pq|f12((1− P̂1)(1− P̂2))r−112 |rs〉. (88)
In the AO-based implementation of the CCSD(F12) model we need the V µ,νx,y , where the xy
are the geminal indices (efectively they belong to the occupied space within this implemen-
tation, see Subsection 3.2) and µν belong to the covariant AO-basis. In the subsequent
sections we will use the term covariant for the description of the quantities in the ordi-
nary AO basis (denoted by upper-case AO left superscript) whereas the contravariant
basis is used for the back-transformed quantities (vide infra) (denoted with lower-case ao
left superscript). The nal equation for the A1-noCABS V intermediate can be written
in the following way







where (fg)µ,νx,y is the integral over the (f12r
−1
12 ) operator
(fg)µ,νx,y = 〈xy|f12r−112 |µν〉. (90)
The aofγ,δx,y are the above mentioned back-transformed f12 integrals and
AOgµ,νγ,δ are Coulomb
integrals computed in the covariant AO-basis. The back-transformed quantities are ob-
tained from the quantities in the MO-basis by contracting them with the AO-MO coe-
cients over the MO indices. The integrals in the MO-basis are available from the preceding
MP2-F12 calculation and the AO-MO coecients are always available as the solution of








Obviously, the contravariant AO-basis is not equivalent with the covariant basis because of
the non-orthogonality of the AO basis functions. If we try to transform the contravariant



































Comparison of the r.h.s. of Eq. (92) with the well known formula [53]
C†SC = 1 (93)
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shows that the co- and contravariant AO spaces are equivalent only if the overlap matrix
S is the unity matrix, which is not the case.
The inclusion of the CABS changes signicantly the way the V intermediate is computed,
because the CABS molecular orbital involves the contributions from both the conventional








The formulas for the projectors in Eqs. (75) and (79) suggest that the A1-noCABS expres-
sion has to be supplemented with the terms that depend explicitly on the CABS basis.
The expression for the A1/3-CABS V intermediate can be written as















The (fg)µ,νx,y integrals are, as before, the four-index integrals with the (f12r
−1
12 ) operator
[Eq. (90)]. The back-transformed integrals aofγ,δx,y are more involved because, in addition















This equation refers to the strong orthogonality operator Eq. (75), where the projection
space is spanned by the full computational space of MOs. In the case of An3 the analogous
space involves the full occupied space (active + inactive MOs), therefore the summation
index q in terms on the r.h.s. of Eq. (96) is replaced with J , where J belongs to the full














The operator P̂ γδxy used in Eqs. (95), (96), (97) is a permutation operator (called sometimes









The orbital/CABS and CABS/CABS AO-MO coecients Cγp′′ , Cγ′′p′′ are obtained by
orthogonalizing the CABS to the orbital basis with the assumption that the CABS orbitals
are also mutually orthogonal
〈p|q′′〉 =0, (99)
〈p′′|q′′〉 =δp′′q′′ . (100)
These coecients are available from the preceding MP2-F12 calculation (Table 1). The
presence of the symmetrizer P̂ µνxy in Eq. (95) comes from the fact that in Eq. (75) there
are two symmetric contributions. For the RHF reference and spin diagonal components
of the UHF reference only one of these contributions has to be computed explicitly, the
other one is recovered with the use of the permutational symmetry of the integrals. The
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αβ component, in the case of the UHF reference wave function, is more complicated.
It will be described in more detail in the next section where the issues associated with
the UHF reference are discussed. The back-transformed integrals aofγ
′′,δ
x,y in Eq. (95) are
obtained from the analogous quantities in the MO basis (all f12 integrals in the MO basis





















The AOgµ,νγ′′,δ integrals in Eq. (95) are computed in a complete analogy to the ordinary g
µ,ν
γ,δ
integrals, simply one of the AO indices is contained in a dierent basis set.
The formulas and remarks referring to the back-transformation of the f12 integrals are
associated with step 5 in Algorithm 1. The implementation of the back-transformation
procedure is not complicated and is illustrated in Algorithm 2.
Data: integrals in the MO-basis fp
(′′),q
x,y , AO-MO coecients Cµp, Cµp′′ , Cµ′′p′′
Result: back-transformed integrals f δ
(′′),γ
x,y
for each pair (x, y) do
Read the matrix fp(′′)q
















Store the back-transformed matrices on le
end
Algorithm 2: The procedure that carries out the back-transformation of the f12
integrals.
Transformation of each index is implemented as matrix-matrix multiplication using the
ecient BLAS [54] procedures. Depending on the contraction dimension q or J one
obtains the formulas for Ansätze 1 or 3, respectively.
Once the back-transformed f12 integrals are computed, the next step is to obtain the V
intermediate [Eq. (95)]. This operation is split into two parts, the computation of the
contraction between the f12 and Coulomb integrals over the AO indices, and supplement-
ing this contraction with the f12r−112 integrals in order to form the nal intermediate. The
implementation of the CCSD/CCSD(F12) models in Turbomole is partially integral-
direct, and precisely this contraction is designed in such a fashion [48]. The Algorithm
3 is a part of the conventional code [48], for the purpose of the present work it has been
generalized to treat the CABS index. Obviously the quantities with CABS indices are
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not present in the implementation of conventional CCSD [48].
Data: back-transformed integrals fµ,νx,y , f
µ′′,ν
x,y








for batches of shells (N) do1
for shells µ and subsequently µ′′ do2
read the integrals fµ
(′′),η
x,y for µ
(′′) ∈ N and all η3
for shells ν ≤ µ(′′) do4
compute the Coulomb integrals for shells ν, µ(′′)5
for shells κ ≤ µ(′′) do6
for shells λ ≤ κ (if (κ = µ) λ ≤ µ) do7
if no CABS then







if λ < κ then







if (ν < µ(′′) and (µ(′′)ν) > (κλ)) then













if (ν < µ(′′) and λ < κ) then
















write the intermediate to le
end
end
Algorithm 3: The algorithm of the contraction between the back-transformed f12
and Coulomb integrals.
The Algorithm 3 begins with the loop that batches the f12 integrals into pieces which
t into the available memory (step 1; Alg. 3). This is followed by the loop over the rst
AO index µ (step 2, Alg. 3,). The CABS AO indices are treated as the extension of the
conventional atomic basis, therefore the loop over µ′′ begins after the conventional indices
µ. This is followed by reading the appropriate f12 integrals from le (step 3; Alg. 3).
The next step is the beginning of the loop over the AO shell index ν (steps 4; Alg. 3).
For particular pair of (µ(′′), ν) indices, the AO Coulomb integrals are computed (step 5;
Alg. 3) followed by the loops over the remaining two AO indices (steps 6, 7; Alg. 3).
The inner part of the algorithm describes the contraction between the integrals over the
basis functions that belong to a particular shell (with subscripts αβ). The contraction is
always performed for a particular quadruple of the AO indices (µ(′′), ν, κ, λ). To exploit
the symmetry of the AO integrals, the whole contraction is split into four parts with
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appropriate constraints imposed on the AO indices (steps 8, 9, 10, 11; Alg. 3). In order
to make the algorithm transparent, the loops over the spins were skipped.
The contractions described above does not form the complete V intermediate. Compared
to Eq. (95), the integral over the f12r−112 operator is missing. The form of this operator
depends on the correlation factor and, in the case of linear r12, simplies to the overlap
integral
〈xy|r12r−112 |pq〉 = 〈xy|1̂|pq〉 = δxpδyq. (103)
In the MO basis this is a product of Kronecker delta functions. In the case of the V
intermediate needed in CCSD(F12) theory, the indices p and q are in the AO basis, and
the overlap integrals are not the unity matrices anymore. Instead, they must be expressed
as partially transformed overlap integrals
〈xy|µν〉 = SxµSyν . (104)
For the correlation factor in the form of Eq. (60), the integrals are computed in the DF
approximation by contracting the appropriate three-index quantities over the auxiliary














where GQxµ is a three-index Coulomb integral and (F̃G)
Q
yν is the intermediate that involves
the integral over the f12r−112 operator. Both quantities are partially transformed to the MO
basis. The computation of the four-index integrals Eq. (105) is part of the implementation
of the CCSD(F12) method, but for practical reasons is carried out within the MP2-F12
module (see step 2 of Algorithm 1). The details about the implementation of the three-
index quantities can be found elsewhere [51].
The remaining step forms the nal V intermediate. This is done by simple subtracting
from the integrals Eq. (105) the contraction between the f12 and Coulomb integrals, like
in Eq. (95). The complete V intermediate is stored on le.
4.4.1 The T1-dependent contribution to the V intermediate
For the evaluation of the T2′ vector function it is necessary to compute the T1-dependent
contribution to the V intermediate. The inclusion of this quantity is required by the full
formulation of the CCSD(F12) method with optimized cx,yi,j coecients present in the T2′
operator [Eq. (40)]. For the approximations where these coecients are not optimized
(e.g. they may be kept frozen at prescribed values) the evaluation of the T2′ residual
is skipped, and thus the T1-dependent contribution to V need not be considered. The
issues concerning the alternative approximations to the CCSD(F12) model are discussed
in more detail in Subsection 4.9.
The computation of the T1-dependent contribution to the V intermediate is problematic,
because the T1-dependence involves the internal index of the intermediate, i.e. the index
over which the integrals are contracted. This can be written in the following way
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where the Ĩ index refers to a T1-transformed quantity. The T1 transformation is simply







where A is an arbitrary quantity and tai are the T1 amplitudes. The manner in which the
T1-dependence is embedded into the intermediate [Eq. (106)] requires the separate com-
putation of the T1-dependent and non T1-dependent quantities. For the full CCSD(F12)
approximation with optimized cx,yi,j coecients, the calculation of
T1V µ,νx,y has to be repeated
in each CC iteration. Since the V intermediate is one of the most expensive terms of the
whole CCSD(F12) calculation this becomes quite soon the limiting step. Therefore, other
approximations have been considered (see Subsection 4.9 for details). As it was shown
before, the computation of V takes place partially in the AO space. The T1-dependent
V intermediate is computed in complete analogy to the standard V , but just before the





















It is worth to mention that the dimensions of the T1 transformation refers to the active
electrons (included in the correlation treatment). On the other hand, due to the presence
of the Ô1 and Ô2 projectors in the operator [Eqs. (76), (79)], the index J in Eq. (108)
runs over the full occupied space (active+inactive occupied orbitals). Therefore, the
index J̃ should be understood as the union of the occupied inactive (J̄) and occupied
T1-transformed indices (j̃)
{J̃} = {J̄} ∪ {j̃}. (109)
The T1 dependence is included at the level of the back-transformation of the integrals,
which is an early stage of the calculation of V . The inclusion of the T1 dependence does
not change the dimensions of the integrals Eq. (108), therefore the code could be organized
in such a way that the same routines are exploited for the purpose of the calculation of
both V intermediates.
4.4.2 UHF considerations
The implementation of the CCSD(F12) model in Turbomole has been generalized for
UHF reference wave functions and the algorithm described above can treat the cases where
the α and β orbitals are not the same. In the case of an arbitrary four-index quantity, one
can distinguish four independent spin contributions, αα, ββ (spin diagonal), αβ and βα
(spin o-diagonal). If all indices belong to the same basis set (i.e. all of them belong to the
conventional orbital basis or all of them belong to the CABS), then the βα contributions
can be generated from the αβ block by the particle-exchange operator. If this is not the
case (e.g. in the case of fp
′′,q
x,y integrals) then both αβ and βα contributions have to be
computed separately. Therefore, the computation of the V intermediate with the UHF
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Eqs. (110)(112) are the UHF analogues of Eq. (97), equations referring to An1 [Eq. (96)]
can easily be obtained by changing the dimension of the contraction. It is important to
note that the symmetrizer [Eq. (98)] is not present in the case of the spin o-diagonal
quantity, each component of the ao/A3UHF f
γα,δβ
xα,yβ has to be computed explicitly. Eq. (102) in

















































Due to the fact that the upper indices of the back-transformed integrals belong to dierent
spaces of orbitals (ordinary orbital basis and CABS) both spin o-diagonal contributions
have to be considered [Eqs. (115), (116)]. The UHF generalization of the procedure that
computes the back-transformed integrals was conceptually straightforward, but techni-
cally it involves a number of issues. In short, the task here was to contract the f12
integrals in the MO basis with appropriate AO-MO coecients. Due to the fact that the
dimensions associated with the α and β spins are usually dierent, special attention had
to be paid on these contractions. The back-transformed integrals shown above were later
contracted with the Coulomb integrals using the scheme shown in Algorithm 3. Techni-
cally, the only major issue within this contraction was the handling of the αβ and βα
blocks of the integrals [Eqs. (115), (116)]. To avoid I/O operations and redundant com-
putation of the AO Coulomb integrals, both components are read to the memory at the
same time and contracted with the same set of the AO Coulomb integrals. The reason
for using the same set of Coulomb integrals is that in the covariant AO basis (pure AO
basis) there is no distinction between the AO indices that formally belong to dierent
spins; such distinction appears when the AO quantity is transformed to the MO basis by
the contraction with the spin-dependent AO-MO matrices. The remaining part of the
UHF V intermediate, the integral over the (f12r−112 ) operator Eq. (105), is also computed
separately for various spin cases. The nal expressions for the V intermediate with the
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In the spin o-diagonal part of the V intermediate, the symmetrizer again could not be
used, instead the explicit contraction was computed and accumulated on the nal αβ
component of V . It is worth to note that Eqs. (117)(119) are common for Ansätze 1 and
3, the dierence is only at the level of the back-transformations where dierent dimensions
of the contraction (referring to the full computational basis or full occupied space) are
used.
The UHF generalization of the T1-dependent contribution to the V intermediate aects
only the computation of the back-transformed integrals [Eqs. (113)(116)]. Similar to the
RHF case [Eq. (108)] the appropriate index has to be transformed with the T1 amplitudes.
The only technical issue here was to use the T1 amplitudes that belong to the appropriate
spin. The T1-dependent f12 integrals in the MO basis (before the back-transformation)

































Similar to Eq. (108), the index with tilde refers to the appropriate sum of the subspaces
[see Eq. (109)].
4.5 The energy equation
The general CCSD(F12) energy expression has the following form
E = EHF + 〈HF|[f̂ , T1] + 12 [[Φ̂, T̂1], T̂1] + [Φ̂, T̂2 + T2′ ]|HF〉, (124)
where the term written with the red font refers to the new, explicitly correlated contri-
bution. The Hamiltonian has been split,
Ĥ = f̂ + Φ̂, (125)
into the Fock operator f̂ and the uctuation potential Φ̂ as suggested by Møller and
Plesset [55]. An application of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor (BCH) expansion and the
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Slater-Condon rules yields the following working expression [5]























2V i,jx,y − V i,jy,x
)
(126)
for the RHF reference wave function. For the UHF reference the coupled-cluster energy
















































In both energy equations the second term on the r.h.s. vanishes if one uses canonical
Hartree-Fock orbitals (due to the Brillouin theorem), but formally these terms should be
considered explicitly (e.g. in the case when localized orbitals are used). The last term
is the explicitly correlated contribution that involves the cx,yi,j coecients and the V
i,j
x,y in-
termediate. In the case of the full CCSD(F12) model the optimized cx,yi,j coecients are
used for the energy evaluation. The energies of the simplied CC models are obtained
by using the predetermined values of cx,yi,j with an additional Lagrangian correction (see
Subsection 4.9). V i,jx,y is calculated from more general quantity V
µ,ν
x,y discussed in detail
in Subsection 4.4. In the RHF case [Eq. (126)], the transformation of V µ,νx,y to the occu-
pied space was already shown [Eq. (82)], in the case of a UHF reference, the analogous












where the indices σ and σ′ refer to various spin coordinates {α, β}. The only technical
issue to program this intermediate with the UHF reference was to use the AO-MO coef-
cients of the proper spin. The contraction between cx,yi,j coecients and V intermediate
in both energy expressions [Eqs. (126), (127)] is computationally not a demanding opera-
tion because all the indices involved belong to the occupied space (which is usually small
compared to the size of the virtual space). The geminal indices xy are equivalent to the
occupied indices in the present implementation. The energy equation depends explicitly
on the conventional amplitudes T1 and T2, the c
x,y
i,j coecients, the Coulomb integrals and
the V i,jx,y intermediate. The latter quantity is obtained in the preliminary part of the calcu-
lation (step 7; Alg. 1), stored and always available. The computation of the CCSD(F12)
energy requires the determination of the conventional CC amplitudes and geminal cx,yi,j
coecients. All these quantities are obtained by solving the coupled-cluster amplitude
equations discussed in the following sections.
4.6 General remarks about amplitude equations
The CC equations are considered as solved when the set of the amplitudes involved in the
CC treatment has been determined. One of the methods of solving the CC equations is
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the projection of the following function
exp(−T̂ )Ĥ exp(T̂ )|HF〉 (129)
onto various excitations manifolds [Eqs. (45), (46), (47)]. The number of such equations
depends on the CC model, e.g. in the case of CCS we only have one amplitude equation
for the singles, the CCSD model requires one more equation for the doubles and so on.
The explicitly correlated contribution is obtained by supplementing the cluster operator
by one more term T2′ [see Eqs. (40), (42)]. This term depends on the c
x,y
i,j coecients
that have to be determined together with the conventional amplitudes in an iterative
manner. The values of the projections [Eqs. (45), (46), (47)] can be considered as the
residuals of the nonlinear equations that have to be solved, the algorithm should nd the
CC amplitudes for which the residuals vanish.
In the case of the full CCSD(F12) model, to obtain the solution of the CC equations the
T1, T2 conventional amplitudes and c
x,y
i,j coecients have to be determined. Compared
to the conventional CCSD scheme, the explicit electron correlation requires an additional
equation for the cx,yi,j coecients [see Eqs. (41), (47)]. The CCSD(F12) amplitude equa-
tions, obtained by projecting Eq. (129) onto the excitation manifolds, have the following
form
0 =〈µ1| ˜̂f + ˜̂Φ + [ ˜̂Φ, T̂2 + T̂2′ ]|HF〉, (130)
0 =〈µ2| ˜̂Φ + [ ˜̂f, T̂2 + T̂2′ ] + [ ˜̂Φ, T̂2 + T̂2′ ] + 12 [[
˜̂
Φ, T̂2], T̂2 + 2T̂2′ ]|HF〉, (131)
0 =〈µ2′| ˜̂Φ + [ ˜̂f, T̂2 + T̂2′ ] + [ ˜̂Φ, T̂2]|HF〉, (132)
where the red font refers to new terms with respect to conventional CCSD. The f̂ and
Φ̂ are the Fock operator and the uctuation potential, respectively [see Eq. (125)]. The
tilde over the operator denotes the T1 similarity-transformed quantity
˜̂
Φ = exp(−T̂1)Φ exp(T̂1). (133)
Eqs. (130)(132), derived with the assumption of the generalized Brillouin condition [31],
entirely dene the CCSD(F12) model. It is worth to mention that this model is an
approximation to the full CCSD-F12 method [41], where more explicitly correlated terms
are taken into account. For instance the following commutators, quadratic in the cx,yi,j




Φ, T̂2′ ], T̂2′ ], [
˜̂
Φ, T̂2′ ], [[
˜̂
Φ, T̂2′ ], T̂2]. (134)
The rst commutator has been neglected in in both Eqs. (131) and (132), whereas the
remaining two commutators were neglected only in the T2′ equation. The removal of
entire commutators assures the eize-extensivity of the CCSD(F12) energy [5, 41]. The
Eqs. (130)(132) are of a general form that is not yet suitable for the implementation.
In the present work very often the expressions vector function and residual are used.
They always refer to the many-index quantity, dened by the right hand sites of these
equations. The working expressions of the coupled-cluster T1, T2 and T2′ residuals are
discussed in next subsections.
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4.7 The T1 amplitude equation
The conventional T1 amplitude equation is obtained from the expression Eq. (130), where
〈µ1| is the manifold of singly excited determinants with respect to the Hartree-Fock state.
In the case of the RHF reference such determinants on the bra side can be written as




where the excitation operator Êia was dened in Eq. (54). Formally, the projection
of the function Eq. (129) onto this manifold is a two-index quantity, because it can
be evaluated for all possible singly excited determinants on the bra side. The careful
derivation involving simple, but tedious algebra gives the following expressions for the T1






































∣∣∣[ ˜̂Φ, T2]∣∣∣HF〉, (141)




∣∣∣ ˜̂f ∣∣∣HF〉. (142)




p,q − g̃s,rp,q, (143)
and F̃ia is a T1 similarity-transformed Fock matrix
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Lambda matrices contain the ordinary AO-MO transformation coecients and the T1-
dependent part
Λp =C(I− tT1 ), (146)
Λh =C(I + t1), (147)
where C is a matrix of AO-MO coecients, I is a unity matrix and t1 is an auxiliary







In the case of the CCSD(F12) model there are several additional contributions that have
to be taken into account. In general, since the CABS basis is a natural extension of the
orbital basis, the explicitly correlated contributions to the CC residuals can be split into
two groups, pure orbital and CABS contributions. The latter one is present only in the
case of An3. The derivation of the F12 contributions to the vector function can be easily
done with the correspondence principle. The main idea of this procedure is to associate
the virtual indices of the conventional expressions with those of the complete basis
{a, b, c, d, . . .} −→ {α, β, γ, δ, . . .}. (149)
The amplitudes carrying the indices of the complete basis have to be identied with the









where we introduce the geminal indices xy. Within the current implementation they
belong to the occupied space ({x, y, . . .} ≡ {k, l, . . .}), but in general the space of geminal
indices may be extended. This is useful, for instance, in the case of explicitly correlated
coupled-cluster response theory [57]. Described above correspondence principle applied




















where the 2C-K combination was carried out on the amplitudes rather than on the
Coulomb integrals. The above contraction between the Coulomb and f12 integrals over
the αβ indices resembles the V intermediate discussed earlier (see Subsection 4.4). In
fact, it is a special case of this quantity, and the nal form of ΩG,R12ai expressed through








The T1 dependence is here associated with the outer index of the intermediate. It means
that this quantity can be easily obtained from the precomputed V µ,νx,y intermediate. As
it was mentioned before, the µν indices belong to the covariant AO basis, and they can
be easily transformed to another arbitrary subspace of MOs with appropriate AO-MO
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coecients or Λ matrices. In the case of Eq. (152), such transformation can be written








where the Λhνa matrix is dened in Eq. (147).
Performing similar consideration for the remaining contributions to the T1 vector function,


















i,k )F̃kq′′ . (155)













k,l are the T1 similarity-transformed Coulomb integrals with one index in the CABS
space. The amplitudes ta,q
′′











x,y are two-electron integrals over the correlation factor. The correlation factor is
an arbitrary function of the distance between the electrons. In the case of a linear r12 term
the entire scheme becomes the CCSD(R12) model. The Fock matrix F̃kq′′ in Eqs. (154)












The expressions (152), (154) and (155) are the only additional terms that contribute
to the T1 vector function within the CCSD(F12) model. They have appeared because
the cluster operator was supplemented with the additional term [Eq. (42)] and this term
entered the T1 residual [Eq. (130)]. The Ω
G,R12
ai contribution is obtained from the V in-
termediate together with the conventional contributions to the singles vector function T1.
The ΩI,R12ai and Ω
H,R12
ai are calculated in the subroutine that accounts for the C and D
contributions to the conventional doubles. Both issues will be described in the appro-
priate sections. Together with the conventional terms [Eqs. (137)(140)], the presented
expressions constitute the complete, explicitly correlated T1 vector function.
4.7.1 UHF considerations
All expressions from the previous section can be applied to the cases where the RHF
reference function is available. The presence of the 2C-K combinations in the formulas
comes from the sum over spin contributions. In the UHF formalism, the spin cannot be
integrated out because the spatial parts of α and β orbitals are not the same, and instead
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of the 2C-K combinations, C-K should be considered. Moreover, due to the fact that
the spin function are orthonormal, the αβ exchange integral vanishes
〈pσ′, qσ′′||rσ′, sσ′′〉 = 〈pσ′, qσ′′|rσ′, sσ′′〉 − δσ′σ′′〈pσ′, qσ′′|sσ′′, rσ′〉, (159)
and eectively, for the spin o-diagonal contributions, only the Coulomb component
should be computed. The T1 vector function is formally a two-index quantity, and
both indices belong to the same electron. The analogue of the RHF projection mani-
fold [Eq. (135)] suitable for the UHF reference wave function depends explicitly on the
spin indices




The spin index σ refers here to either α or β spin coordinate, therefore both spin cases
have to be considered separately.
The ΩG,R12ai contribution to the T1 vector function, in the UHF formalism, can be written












where the summation σ′ runs over α and β spins. It is important to mention that in
Eq. (161) contributions belonging to dierent spins are mixed together to get the nal
quantity. The V intermediate in Eq. (161) is obtained from previously discussed, more
general quantity V µ,νx,y (see Subsection 4.4.2). Similar to the RHF case [Eq. (153)] the













The AO-MO coecients are now labeled with the spin index. The generalization of the
code that transforms the V intermediate w.r.t. Eq. (162) was rather straightforward,
the only technical issue was to keep proper dimensions when using AO-MO matrices of
transformation for various spins. The UHF analogues of the ΩI,R12ai and Ω
H,R12
ai terms can
































Due to the fact that the upper indices of taσ,q
′′σ′
iσ,jσ′ belong to dierent spaces of orbitals
(a ∈ MOs, q′′ ∈ CABS) the αβ and βα spin cases had to be considered separately (see
Subsection 4.4.2 for a similar discussion associated with the UHF generalization of the
V µ,νx,y intermediate). This makes the calculations of this quantity with the UHF reference
ca. 4 times more expensive, compared to the RHF case.
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4.8 The T2 and T2′ amplitude equations
The T2 and T2′ vector functions can be obtained in the way that is analogous to the
case of the T1 residual. The function Eq. (129) is now projected onto the conventional
doubles and geminal manifolds, Eqs. (131) and (132), where the following denition of























∣∣∣ = 〈 xy
ij
∣∣∣. (167)
In Eq. (167) the αβ indices refer to the formally complete basis, and the coecients wα,βk,l





in Eq. (167) are dened in analogy to Eq. (166). Let us start from the equations of
conventional CCSD, the explicitly correlated contributions will be derived later with the
correspondence principle discussed in the previous section. The complete T2 vector
function can be derived from Eq. (131) with the use of Wick's theorem, Slater-Condon
rules or diagrammatic techniques [5, 56, 36]. After various algebraic manipulations this

































































































The operator P̂ij interchanges the indices i ↔ j. These equations have been expressed
through the T1 similarity-transformed Coulomb integrals and Fock matrix Eqs. (145) and
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The remaining terms that are linear in the T2 amplitudes were obtained from the projec-
tion 〈 ab
ij
∣∣∣[ ˜̂f + ˜̂Φ, T̂2]∣∣∣HF〉, (177)
whereas the terms square in the T2 amplitudes come from the projection [see Eq. (131)]
〈 ab
ij
∣∣∣[[ ˜̂Φ, T̂2], T̂2]∣∣∣HF〉. (178)
The F12 terms that contribute to the T2 and T2′ vector functions can be divided into
three classes, depending on the upper indices of the conventional T2 amplitudes. If both
upper indices are present on the nal vector function (ab), e.g. the rst contribution in





then the F12 contribution vanishes (due to the presence of the strong orthogonality pro-
jector Q̂12). If both indices are the virtuals not present on the nal quantity (cd), e.g.








then the F12 analogue can be expressed through the V intermediate. Such terms do not
vanish for both Ansätze 1 and 3. The remaining case is when only one index is a virtual





The F12 analogues of such terms are present only for Ansatz 3. They are derived with
the use of the F12 amplitudes [Eq. (157)].




∣∣∣[ ˜̂f + ˜̂Φ, T̂2′ ]∣∣∣HF〉, (182)
whereas the remaining F12 terms, linear in both cx,yi,j coecients and T2 amplitudes, were
obtained from the projection [see Eq. (131)]
〈 ab
ij
∣∣∣[[ ˜̂Φ, T̂2], T̂2′ ]∣∣∣HF〉. (183)
From the conventional CCSD expressions [Eqs. (170)(175)] one can expect three F12
contributions that can be derived and expressed in terms of the V intermediate. These
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are the analogues of the second contribution to the ΩAaibj term, the Ω
B
aibj term and the


























(V †)x,yl,k . (186)
All three contributions are obtained in one step by supplementing the conventional ΩBFaibj
term with additional explicitly correlated contribution. The ΩBFaibj term combines the B
and F terms [Eqs. (171), (175)] and has the following form in the MO basis [56]








The contraction over the cd virtual indices in the above formula is the most expensive
term within the whole conventional CCSD scheme. It scales like n2occn
4
vir. Moreover, it
requires the T1 similarity-transformed Coulomb integrals with four virtual MO indices
available. The storage of them on disk could very easily limit applicability of the code.
Therefore, the AO-based integral-direct scheme was implemented here. The alternative
approach to this transformation scales like n2occN
4 without carrying out expensive AO-MO
transformation on the Coulomb integrals, where N is the number of basis functions (AO
orbitals). There is an additional gain, because from the BF intermediate with two AO
indices, one can compute the A and E2 contributions to the T2 residual (vide infra). This
intermediate, in the form that is appropriate for the AO-based algorithm, can be written



































ΩBFµiνj is a key quantity among the conventional terms [48, 56]. The direct transforma-
tion of this intermediate to the MO basis immediately gives the ΩBaibj and Ω
F
aibj terms













It is also used for the computation of the conventional ΩAaibj and Ω
E2
aibj terms [48]. They
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The Fock density has been split here into the core and valence parts. The core contribu-
tion is included explicitly in the Gµi term, the valence part is recovered from the ΩBFµiνj
intermediate, both of them in Eq. (194). The Mκ,λi,j density [Eq. (189)] is an important
quantity in the implementation of the conventional terms. It is also used for the T2′ resid-
ual, where problematic F12 terms can be recovered in a very elegant way (vide infra).




aibj [Eqs. (184)(186)] are obtained by adding to the
ΩBFµiνj intermediate [Eq. (188)] just one, not expensive contraction. The nal explicitly












where again the V intermediate was used here (discussed in Subsection 4.4). The explicit
form of the terms in Eqs. (184)(186) is calculated by proper transformation of the ΩBF,R12µiνj
intermediate [Eq. (195)] to the MO basis. There is full analogy between the conventional
and F12 terms, therefore no additional eort in the case of the latter is required.











xiyj ) + Ω
F,R12
xiyj . (196)


























































We have neglected here discussed earlier commutators [Eq. (134)], what is an intrinsic




xiyj terms [Eqs. (200), (201)]








∣∣∣[ ˜̂f, T̂2′ ] + ˜̂Φ∣∣∣HF〉, (202)
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∣∣∣[ ˜̂Φ, T̂2′ ]∣∣∣HF〉. (203)
The ΩE
′,R12
xiyj term [Eq. (200)] is computed explicitly by using the B
m,n(ij)
x,y matrix from the
preceding MP2-F12 calculation (see Table 1). This quantity has a complicated structure
and it is considered as the most important term at the MP2-F12 level of theory. The
mathematical form of Bm,n(ij)x,y can be written as
Bm,n(ij)x,y = 〈xy|f12Q̂12(f̂1 + f̂2 − εi − εj)Q̂12f12|mn〉, (204)
where εi, εj are the orbitals energies (for technical details referring to the implementation
of Bm,n(ij)x,y see Ref. [49]). The contributions in Eqs. (197) and (201) are obtained in
one step by contracting the Mκ,λi,j density [Eq. (189)] with the V
µ,ν
x,y intermediate (see
































The density Mµ,νi,j is an expensive quantity, recomputed in each CC iteration. The main
purpose of this quantity is to compute the ΩBFµiνj intermediate by contracting it with the
AO Coulomb integrals [Eq. (188)]. Therefore this quantity is available anyway, indepen-
dent of the F12 terms. This is also the reason why it is benecial to use it in the F12
modules.
It is worth to mention that Eqs. (184)(186) are the only F12 contributions to the con-
ventional doubles with An1. The complete F12 part of the T2 vector function in this
case is calculated in a very ecient and elegant way. The additional costs are associated





xiyj terms in Eqs. (197), (200) and (201) constitute the entire T2′
residual within An1. The cost of the ΩE
′,R12
xiyj term in Eq. (200) is negligible, provided that
the Bm,n(ij)x,y intermediate is available (see Table 1 for the details about the intermediates
computed within preceding MP2-F12 calculation). The remaining two terms [Eqs. (197),
(201)] are recovered in one step from the Mκ,λi,j density and V
µ,ν
x,y intermediate [Eq. (205)].
Here the only extra cost refers to the contraction [Eq. (205)] over the AO indices.
An3 requires several additional contributions that involve explicitly the CABS index.
They are the analogues of the C, D and E1 terms in the conventional case [48]. The E
term is split into the ΩE1aibj and Ω
E2
aibj contributions [Eq. (174)] and the explicitly correlated
analogue of the latter one has already been accounted for by using the V intermediate
[Eqs. (191), (195)]. The remaining terms that have not been considered yet, i.e. ΩCaibj,
ΩDaibj and Ω
E1
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with the intermediates dened as




































E1ac =− F valãc + 14
∑
k






































with similar denition of the intermediates








































E1ap′′ =− F valãp′′ + 14
∑
k























In comparison to the conventional terms [Eqs. (206), (207)(212)] one index has been
moved to the CABS space (c → p′′) due to the application of the correspondence prin-
ciple (see Subsection 4.7 for the discussion about this principle). The intermediate E1
′
bc
[Eq. (219)] has been also introduced as the additional F12 contribution to the E terms.
To recover the ΩE1aibj contribution, one formally should carry out the explicit contractions
as in Eq. (174). Within the implementation in Turbomole, however, this contribu-
tion is obtained in a dierent way [48]. The contractions are carried out implicitly in
Eqs. (206) and (213) by using modied (primed) intermediates. The traces of the C and
D intermediates (i = k) are supplemented with the contributions from the E1 intermedi-
ates [Eqs. (207), (208), (214), (215)], and when they are contracted with the amplitudes
[Eqs. (206), (213)], the ΩE1,R12aibj contribution to the residual is automatically recovered.
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but there is an additional contraction with the f12 integrals which comes from the deni-
tion of the geminal projection manifold [Eq. (167)]. Due to the approximations made in
the CCSD(F12) model, the denition of the intermediates is less involved

















E1p′′c =− F valp′′c + 12
∑
k
(3Cck,p′′k −Dck,p′′k) . (226)
The explicitly correlated terms [Eqs. (213), (214)(220), (221), (222)(226)] are obtained
within the routine that computes analogous conventional contributions [48] [Eqs. (206),
(207)(212)]. As it was already mentioned, the storage schemes of the quantities in
Turbomole are organized in such a way that the occupied indices (rather than virtual)
are the fastest [48]. It means that during the contractions the virtuals are the outer
indices, and this allows for a very elegant introduction of the CABS basis as the natural
extension of conventional virtuals. In general, the computation of these terms is divided
into two major steps. Within the rst step the C ′ and D′ intermediates are prepared
[Eqs. (214), (215), (222), (223)], in the second step the nal contributions to the residuals
are formed by contracting the intermediates with appropriate amplitudes and integrals
[Eqs. (213), (221)]. Both steps are illustrated by schemes of the algorithms. Let us start
with the Algorithms 4 and 5 where the implementation of the C ′ and D′ intermediates is
presented.
In order to reuse the code, the existing routine that computes the conventional contribu-
tions [48] was generalized. The conventional and CABS C ′ and D′ intermediates are, to a
large extent, computed in the same manner. Therefore, both cases are shortly discussed
here. The algorithm starts with the initialization of the E intermediates with precom-
puted quantities (steps 1, 2; Alg. 4). Then, after reading the T1 residual (step 3; Alg. 4),
the T1 amplitudes and three-index integrals (step 4; Alg. 4) the loop over batches of virtual
(or CABS) orbitals begins (step 5; Alg. 4). Within this loop the T2 amplitudes are read
to the memory (step 6; Alg. 4) and proper combination of them is formed (step 7; Alg. 4).
After reading the three-index quantities (step 8; Alg. 4) the ΩIai and Ω
H
ai contributions to
the T1 residual (both conventional and explicitly correlated) are calculated (steps 9 and
10; Alg. 4, see Eqs. (138), (139), (154) and (155) for the discussion about these contri-
butions). After accounting for the T1-dependent contribution to the three-index integrals
(step 11; Alg. 4) the loop over the virtual orbitals (followed by CABS) begins (step 12;
Alg. 4), the Coulomb integrals are read to the memory and 2C-K combination of them
is formed (steps 13, 14; Alg. 4). The next step is to compute the T1-dependent Coulomb
integrals (step 15; Alg. 4) followed by the inner loop over the virtual index (again followed
by CABS, step 16; Alg. 4). The inner part of the routine is presented on Algorithm 5.
The whole Algorithm 5 can be logically divided into two major parts, the calculation of
the C ′ intermediate and the analogous eort associated with the D′ intermediate. The
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ip′′ − F valap′′ , Ep′′c ← F valp′′c




ap′′ , Ep′′c ← F
full
p′′c2
Store E1 intermediates on les
read the T1 residual and BQ,kl integrals into the memory3
read the amplitudes tai and Fock matrices F̃ia, F̃ip′′4
for (batches of virtuals A followed by batches of CABS orbitals P′′) do5
read the td,(vir)l,i amplitudes for all l, d, i and vir ∈ A or vir ∈ P ′′6





read the three-index integrals: BQ,i(vir) for all Q, i and vir ∈ A or vir ∈ P ′′8
for (conventional virtuals (vir ∈ A ≡ a) or CABS orbitals (vir ∈ P ′′ ≡ p′′)) do





































read the three-index integrals: B̂Q,ai for all Q, i and a ∈ A
compute the T1-dependent contribution: B̂Q,ip′′ ← BQ,ip′′ +
∑
c tciBQ,cp′′11
for (conventional virtuals (vir ∈ C ≡ c) or CABS orbitals (vir ∈ Q′′ ≡ q′′)) do12
read the four-index integrals: gd,c∈Cl,k or g
d,q′′∈Q′′
l,k13





read BQ,kc or BQ,kq′′ and Eac or Eaq′′ or Ep′′c for xed c (or q′′) from le
read BQ,ac or BQ,aq′′ or BQ,p′′c and add the T1-dependent contribution:
B̂Q,ac ← BQ,ac −
∑
k takBQ,kc, B̂Q,aq′′ ← BQ,aq′′ −
∑
k takBQ,kq′′










for (conv. virtuals (vir ∈ A ≡ a) or CABS orbs. (vir ∈ P ′′ ≡ p′′)) do16
the case with both CABS indices p′′q′′ is avoided




Algorithm 4: Algorithm for the C ′, D′ and E1 intermediates (part I).
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for (batches of virtuals A followed by batches of CABS orbitals P′′) do
for (conventional virtuals (vir ∈ C ≡ c) or CABS orbitals (vir ∈ Q′′ ≡ q′′)) do
for (conv. virtuals (vir ∈ A ≡ a) or CABS orbs. (vir ∈ P ′′ ≡ p′′)) do














































































compute the four-index integrals:5

































































































save the intermediates C and D on les9
end
save the intermediates E1 on les10
end
end
save the T1 residual Ωdl on le11
Algorithm 5: Algorithm for the C ′, D′ and E1 intermediates (part II).
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rst step is the computation of the T2-dependent contribution to the C intermediate
(step 1; Alg. 5) followed by the update of the E1 intermediates (step 2; Alg. 5). The next
contribution is accumulated on the C intermediate (step 3; Alg. 5) and the T2-dependent
contribution to the D intermediate is calculated (step 4; Alg. 5). The T1 similarity-
transformed Coulomb integrals are prepared (step 5; Alg. 5) and the second update of
the E1 intermediate is performed (step 6; Alg. 5). The next two steps are associated with
the update of the D intermediate with the integrals (step 7; Alg. 5) and the update of
the traces of C and D (step 8; Alg. 5) that forms the nal intermediates (C ′ and D′). All
intermediates as well as the T1 residual are stored on les (steps 9, 10, 11; Alg. 5).
The nal C, D and E1 contributions to the T2 and T2′ amplitude equations require the
contraction of the C ′ and D′ intermediates with the amplitudes and integrals [Eqs. (213),
(221)]. The implementation of these contractions is explained in Algorithm 6.
Data: C ′ and D′ intermediates, amplitudes
Result: Final contributions to the T2 and T2′ residuals
read the current T2′ residual Ωkilj (so far there are E, F and G contributions1
[Eqs. (200), (201) and (197)])
for (batches B of virtual b) do2
for (spin cases and orbital types (virtual or CABS) for index c or q′′) do3
read the amplitudes tc,bk,j or t
q′′,b
k,j for all k, j, c (or q
′′) and b ∈ B4
for (spin cases and orbital types (virtual or CABS) for index a or p′′) do5
the case with both CABS indices (p′′q′′) is avoided











for a: read the T2 residual Ωaibj for all i and j7
for p′′: initialize Ωp′′ibj = 0 for all i and j






































































restore the amplitudes (undo step 11)
for a: write the residual Ωaibj back to le (for all i and j)13








write nal residual Ωxiyj to le15
Algorithm 6: Algorithm for the contractions of the C ′ and D′ intermediates with
amplitudes.









xiyj contributions are already computed and stored on le [Eqs. (197), (200),
(201)]. Then we have the loop that batches the virtual index b (step 2; Alg. 6) followed
by the loop over the orbital indices c or CABS index q′′ (step 3; Alg. 6). At the next
step, the amplitudes are read to the memory (step 4; Alg. 6) and the inner loop over
the virtual (or CABS) index a (or p′′) begins (step 5; Alg. 6). In the inner part of the
routine the intermediates are read to the memory (step 6; Alg. 6) and, for the case of the
conventional terms, already computed contributions are also read to the memory (step 7;
Alg. 6). For three combinations of CABS and orbital indices, the contractions of the C ′
intermediate with the amplitudes are obtained (step 8; Alg. 6) and proper combinations
of these contractions are formed (step 9, 10; Alg. 6). At step 11 appropriate combinations
of conventional and F12 amplitudes are formed. The analogous contractions are obtained
with the D′ intermediate (step 12; Alg. 6) and the nal T2 residual is written back to le
(step 13; Alg. 6). The calculation of the nal T2′ residual requires one more contraction
due to the denition of the geminal projection manifold. In step 14, the intermediate
Ωp′′ibj is contracted with f12 integrals. The last step of the routine stores the nal Ωxiyj
residual on le (step 15; Alg. 6). In order to make Algorithms 4, 5 and 6 more transparent
the loops over the spin indices have been omitted.
As it was already mentioned, the CABS indices are treated as the extension of conventional
virtuals. Practically an additional outer loop over the basis types is introduced. This is
illustrated in Algorithm 7.
mxicabs←− 1
if CABS is requested then mxicabs←− 2
for (icabs = 1 to mxicabs) do
if (icabs==1) then orbitaltype ←− conventional virtual
if (icabs==2) then orbitaltype ←− CABS orbital
if (orbitaltype refers to conventional virtual) then
Set up the range of the loop (istart, istop)1
else if (orbitaltype refers to CABS) then
Set up the range of the loop (istart, istop)2
end
for (iorbital = istart to istop) do /* set up the final loop */
Carry out appropriate contractions with the quantities
end
end
Algorithm 7: The introduction of the CABS to the routines.
There are several additional technical details, e.g. the ranges of the nal loops have to
be appropriately stored in the arrays (steps 1, 2; Alg. 7), but the general principle is very
simple. Introducing CABS indices to the code in such a manner was possible, because the
contraction dimension (over the occupied indices) is common for conventional and CABS
contributions.
4.8.1 The coupling matrices
In addition to the terms presented so far, the implementation of the CCSD(F12) model
in Turbomole requires the inclusion of terms that are the analogues of the MP2-F12
terms responsible for the coupling between conventional and MP2-F12 amplitudes [47].
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The MP2-F12 coupling matrix Ca,bx,y was obtained without the assumption of the general-











x,y Fap′′ . (229)
Within the present implementation of the CCSD(F12) model these terms are accounted for







where the superscript full denotes that the entire Fock density is included (one-electron,
two-electron, core and valence). The implementation is embedded in the routine that
computes the C ′, D′ and E1 intermediates. Step 2 in Algorithm 4 reects this part of the
code.
4.8.2 UHF considerations
All above equations have been derived and further implemented for the case of the UHF
reference wave function. Many aspects of the UHF generalization have already been
discussed in the subsection about the implementation of the T1 residual (see Subsec-
tion 4.7.1). Here we will focus on some issues that are specic for the T2 and T2′ residuals.
In the spin-orbital formalism (suitable when the UHF reference is assumed) the projection
















∣∣∣ = 〈 xσ, yσ′
iσ, jσ′
∣∣∣, (233)
where the bra's in Eq. (233) are dened in analogy to Eq. (232). The UHF analogue of




xσ,yσ′ = 〈ασ, βσ
′|Q̂12f12|xσ, yσ′〉. (234)
The terms of the T2 residual that do not involve the explicit contraction over the CABS
index [Eqs. (184), (185) and (186)] are obtained by supplementing the ΩBFµiνj intermediate
with an additional term [Eq. (195)]. This additional contribution (second term on the
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All quantities involved in the contraction are labeled with spin indices. The CABS index is
not present explicitly here (however, the CABS contribution can be implicitly included in
the V intermediate, see Subsection 4.4 for the discussion about V ) therefore only three spin
cases (αα, ββ and αβ) have to be computed explicitly. The result of these contractions
is then accumulated on the σσ
′
ΩBFaibj intermediate that refers to the proper spin case. The
nal contributions to the T2 residual [Eqs. (184), (185) and (186)] are obtained from the
σσ′ΩBF,R12aibj intermediate by contracting it with proper AO-MO transformation matrices.
This is done for the entire BF contribution (conventional and explicitly correlated) and
the implementation is part of the conventional code [48].
The ΩE
′,R12
xiyj contribution to the T2′ residual [Eq. (200)] is obtained by explicit contraction,














σσ′ΩF,R12xiyj contributions [Eqs. (197),(201)] are calculated by contracting



































The explicitly correlated C, D and E1 contributions to the conventional doubles are
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The C intermediate is needed only for the opposite spin cases and the spin label with bar
σ̄ denotes the spin that is opposite to the spin σ. Similar to the RHF case, the traces
of C and D are modied with the E1 intermediates, yielding the primed intermediates.
This is needed to account for for the ΩE1aibj term [Eq. (174)].


































































The discussion about the T2 and T2′ residuals requires the inclusion of the terms that
involve the coupling matrices Ca,bx,y. These terms, in the RHF formalism, were discussed




































In analogy to the RHF reference wave function, these terms are calculated in the indirect







All contributions to the coupled-cluster residuals discussed here (Subsections 4.7, 4.7.1,
4.8, 4.8.1, 4.8.2) together with the energy expressions (Subsection 4.5) were implemented
in the ricc2 program [51], which is part of the Turbomole package [58]. The current
level of implementation allows for computing the CCSD(F12) energies with the RHF, UHF
and ROHF reference wave functions within the C1 point group symmetry (which means
that the molecules with higher point group symmetry are treated in the C1 fashion).
4.9 Alternative approximations
The explicitly correlated contributions to the T1, T2 residuals and the T2′ residual itself
refer to the CCSD(F12) model, rst introduced by Fliegl et al. [41]. This model is an
approximation to the full CCSD-F12 approach where none of the F12 terms are neglected.
The performance of the CCSD(F12) approximation has been extensively checked and it
was shown that the simplications made within this model only slightly aect the CC
energies [59]. The intrinsic feature of this model is the need of recomputing the T1-
dependent V intermediate (discussed in Subsection 4.4.1) in each CC iteration. This quite
soon becomes the bottleneck of the whole calculation, especially for the open-shell species
where the αβ components of the V intermediate are very expensive (due to the lowered
symmetry of the integrals involving a CABS index). The T1-dependent V intermediate
is needed only for the evaluation of the T2′ residual, thus avoiding the recalculation of
this quantity within each CC iteration could possibly save a signicant fraction of the
CPU time in comparison to the CCSD(F12) model. Such situation can be reached within
the orbital-invariant xed-amplitudes approximation proposed recently by Tew et al. [60].
Within this approximation the CCSD(F12) energy is obtained from the coupled-cluster
Lagrangian
E = 〈HF|ĤS|HF〉+ t̄1〈µ1|ĤS|HF〉+ t̄2〈µ2|ĤS|HF〉+ t̄2′〈µ2′|ĤS|HF〉, (258)
where the t̄1, t̄2 and t̄2′ are the Lagrange multipliers and the Hamiltonian is similarity-
transformed with Ŝ = T̂1 + T̂2 + T̂2′ . Within the orbital-invariant xed-amplitudes approx-
imation the cx,yi,j coecients are not optimized. Instead, their values are xed according
to the coalescence conditions for the rst order pair functions [24, 25]. It means that
only the elements ci,ji,j and c
j,i
i,j are considered. Moreover, their values are constant during
the CC procedure. All the quantities that depend on these coecients, and which were
recomputed each iteration in the CCSD(F12) model (e.g. the F12 amplitudes in Eq. 157),
now can be computed and stored only once, after the rst CC iteration. The whole T2′
residual is neglected, but the F12 contributions to the remaining residuals are included in
the ordinary manner. Since the cx,yi,j coecients are not optimized, the T2′ residual does
not vanish. Therefore the correction to the electronic energy has to be computed. This
takes place at the end of the CC procedure, when the T1 and T2 amplitudes are converged.
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which requires a single evaluation of the T2′ vector function at the end of the calculation.
The nal CCSD(F12/xed) energy is the sum of the ordinary contribution [Eq. (124)]
and the Lagrangian penalty term [Eq. (259)].
Recently Adler et al. proposed another approximation to the CCSD(F12) model, called
CCSD-F12b, where even more F12 terms are neglected [61, 62]. Besides the aspects
that refer to the xed-amplitudes approximation, several additional simplications are
assumed. The only F12 contributions to the conventional doubles residual are the ΩB,R12aibj
[Eq. (185)] and ΩE0aibj [Eq. (227)] terms. The V intermediate used for the evaluation
of the ΩB,R12aibj term is computed in an approximated way by neglecting all the CABS
contributions. The T2′ residual needed to obtain the Lagrangian term [Eq. (259)] contains
the ΩE
′,R12
xiyj [Eq. (200)] and Ω
E0
xiyj [Eq. (228)] contributions, while other ones are neglected.
Within the present work, both approximated schemes have been implemented. In the
case of the CCSD-F12b model, the inclusion of the ΩE0aibj and Ω
E0
xiyj terms would require
programming the explicit contractions [Eqs. (227), (228)]. They were not necessary in
the implementation of the CCSD(F12) model, because these terms were accounted for
through the E1 intermediates [Eqs. (230), (231)]. For these reasons they have not been
included, and the model implemented in Turbomole is dubbed CCSD-F12b*.
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5 Accurate coupled-cluster calculations of the reaction
barrier heights of two CH•3+CH4 reactions
We have computed barrier heights of 71.8± 2.0 kJmol−1 and 216.4± 2.0 kJmol−1 for the
reactions CH4 + CH•3  CH
...
3 H
...CH•3 → CH•3 + CH4 and CH4 + CH•3  H...C2H•6 → H•
+ C2H6, respectively, using explicitly correlated coupled-cluster theory with singles and
doubles combined with standard coupled-cluster theory with up to connected quadruple
excitations. Transition-state theory has been used to compute the respective reaction rate
constants in the temperature interval 2501500 K. The computed rates for the reaction to
ethane are orders of magnitude slower than those used in the mechanism of Norinaga and
Deutschmann (Ind. Eng. Chem. Res. 46 (2007) 3547) for the modeling of the chemical
vapor deposition of pyrolytic carbon.
5.1 Introduction
Recently, Norinaga and Deutschmann modeled the chemical kinetics of the pyrolysis of
the hydrocarbons ethylene, acetylene, and propylene under conditions relevant to the
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of pyrolytic carbon [63]. For this modeling, they had
developed a mechanism containing 227 species and 827 reactions. One of these was
CH4+ CH•3 → C2H6+ H•, (260)
which contributed to the mechanism with the reaction rate constant






with A = 8.0 × 1013 cm3 mol−1 s−1, n = 0, and Ea = 167.37 kJmol−1. The parameters
were taken from the work of Tabayashi and Bauer [64]. Note that these parameters are
t parameters that were adjusted by requiring the best overall agreement between ob-
served density-gradient proles and those obtained from calculations based on a twelve-
step decomposition mechanism for the pyrolysis of methane [64]. Reaction (260) was
considered by Kassel [65] almost 75 years ago when discussing the role of methyl and
methylene radicals in the decomposition of methane. The reaction was also discussed
in 1959 by Skinner and Ruehrwein [66], who crudely estimated the rate constant as
k = 109 T exp{−Ea/(RT )} cm3 mol−1 s−1 with Ea = 188.28 kJmol−1 (average of 40
50 kcalmol−1). Based on this estimate, these authors concluded that the reaction can
be neglected in a mechanism for the pyrolysis of methane [66]. Furthermore, more than
25 years ago, Back [67] derived an upper limit for the reaction rate constant of k = 63
cm3 mol−1 s−1 at 802 K, about 16 times below the value of Tabayashi and Bauer for that
same temperature. Hence, the role of this reaction in the mechanism of Norinaga and
Deutschmann was considered to be suspicious, and we decided to reinvestigate reaction
(1) by means of modern, high-level ab initio quantum chemical methods.
In the present work, we show that the production of ethane from the reaction of methane
with methyl is grossly overestimated by the above rate constant. From transition-state
theory (TST) and highly correlated ab initio calculations, we nd rates that are between
three (at 1500 K) and ten (at 300 K) orders of magnitudes slower than those used by
Norinaga and Deutschmann [63]. This leads us to conclude that the role of this reaction
in the mechanism must be reexamined. Furthermore, we show that the barrier height
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for the above reaction to C2H6 and H• is much higher (about three times higher) than
the barrier height for another reaction between the two reactants, the reaction in which
a hydrogen is abstracted from methane by a methyl radical.
A second purpose of the present work is to assess the performance of the explicitly corre-
lated coupled-cluster model CCSD(F12) that we have recently implemented in the Tur-
bomole program package [68, 69]. This model has the potential to yield electronic
molecular energies at the level of coupled-cluster theory with single and double excita-
tions (CCSD [37, 70]) at the limit of a complete one-particle basis set. In conjunction
with corrections for higher excitations (connected triples and connected quadruples) it
should be possible to compute the barrier height for the above reaction with an accuracy
of about 12 kJmol−1, that is, with an error of about 0.51.0%.
The CCSD(F12) model was rst introduced as CCSD(R12) approximation [41] to the full
CCSD-R12 approach [40]. Here, we indicate by writing R12 that in this initial work,
explicitly correlated two-particle basis functions of the form
χij(1, 2) = r12 ϕi(1)ϕj(2) (262)
were used, where r12 = |r1−r2| is the distance between the electrons 1 and 2, and where ϕi
and ϕj are two spin orbitals that are occupied in the HartreeFock reference determinant.
More recently, the R12-type two-particle basis functions were replaced by functions of the
type
χij(1, 2) = f(r12)ϕi(1)ϕj(2) = exp(−γr12)ϕi(1)ϕj(2), (263)
also called Slater-type geminals (STG) [45]. We will refer to the corresponding approach
as CCSD(F12) model [31, 32].
The CCSD(F12) model as well as the full CCSD-F12 approach and other simplica-
tions of it are currently being implemented in various quantum chemistry programs
[59, 61, 62, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79], also in combination with connected triples
and higher excitations. In particular Köhn and co-workers [72] have shown that the
CCSD(F12) model is an excellent approximation to the full CCSD-F12 approach, and the
CCSD(F12) model is the method of choice that we have implemented in the Turbomole
program. The present work reports on one of the rst applications of CCSD(F12) the-
ory with chemical relevance. In such a real-life application, CCSD(F12) calculations are
combined with a series of other coupled-cluster calculations including geometry optimiza-
tions, calculations of harmonic vibrational frequencies, and coupled-cluster calculations
with connected triples and quadruples. Within the whole set of calculations that must
be performed, the CCSD(F12) calculations take only a fraction of the total computation
time, and therefore, in an application as the one presented here, there appears to be no
need to further simplify the CCSD(F12) model.
The present work is organized as follows: In Subsection 5.2, we present the details of the
ab initio calculations of the reaction barriers (Subsection 5.2.1) and of the reaction rate
constants by means of transition-state theory (Subsection 5.2.2). Accordingly, the results
are presented in Subsection 5.3, both for the reaction barriers (Subsection 5.3.1) and the









...CH•3 were optimized at the
all-electron (ae) CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pwCVTZ level[80, 81, 82] using the Aces II program
package [83]. For the open-shell systems, an unrestricted HartreeFock (UHF) reference
determinant was used. The optimized equilibrium CH distances in CH•3, CH4 and C2H6
are 107.78, 108.80 and 109.08 pm, respectively. In ethane, the optimized CC bond
amounts to 152.60 pm and the CCH angle to 111.20◦. The equilibrium structures of
the two transition states are depicted in Figure 5. Our equilibrium structures of [H...C2H•6]
‡
Figure 5: Equilibrium structures of the transition structures (a) [H...C2H•6]
‡ (C3v sym-
metry) and (b) [CH...3 H
...CH•3]
‡ (D3d symmetry) as obtained at the ae-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pwCVTZ level. Geometry parameters from the work of Layeld et al. [84] and Remmert




‡ compare well with those obtained by Layeld et al. [84] and Remmert
and co-workers [85], respectively.
Single-point energy calculations were performed at the ae-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pwCVQZ′
level, where the prime indicates that the aug-cc-pwCVQZ basis was used for C but only
the aug-cc-pVTZ basis for H. For comparison, frozen-core (fc) calculations were performed
to quantify core-valence (CV) correlation eects. The 1s orbitals of C were kept frozen
in the fc calculations.
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Further single-point energy calculations were performed at the fc-CCSDT/aug-cc-pVDZ
and fc-CCSDT(Q)/cc-pVDZ levels [38, 39, 86, 87, 88] using the MRCC program package
[89, 90].
Explicitly correlated coupled-cluster calculations were performed at the fc-CCSD(F12)/cc-
pVQZ-F12 level using the Turbomole program package [69]. The exponent of the Slater-
type geminal was γ = 1.1 a−10 , which is the optimal exponent for the cc-pVQZ-F12 basis
set [91]. We employed the complementary auxiliary basis set approach (CABS) of Valeev
[20] using the auxiliary basis set of Yousaf and Peterson [92] optimized for the cc-pVQZ-
F12 atomic orbital basis set. For the two-electron integrals, computed employing the
density-tting technique [21], we used the aug-cc-pwCV5Z MP2 tting basis of of Hättig
[93]. To represent the Fock operator within the CCSD(F12) calculations, we used the aug-
cc-pV5Z JK tting basis of Weigend [94]. The orbital-invariant version of CCSD(F12)
theory was used [31].
The cc-pVDZ, aug-cc-pVXZ (X = D, T, Q) and aug-cc-pwCVXZ (X = T, Q) basis sets
[95, 96, 97] were obtained from the Basis Set Library of the Environmental Molecular
Sciences Laboratory [98, 99]. The cc-pVQZ-F12 sets with corresponding CABS were
downloaded from the web site of Peterson [100].
Corrections for scalar-relativistic eects (one-electron Darwin and mass-velocity terms,
MVD) were calculated at the ae-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pwCVTZ level [101, 102]. For the C
atom, the spinorbit correction (SO) to the total electronic energy amounts to ∆ESO =
−0.35399 kJmol−1 [103].
5.2.2 Reaction Rates
Simple transition state theory is used for the calculation of the reaction rate constants.













where q‡XY , qX and qY , are the dimensionless partition functions (including translational,
vibrational and rotational contributions) of the transition state and the reactants, respec-
tively (using the harmonic oscillator, rigid rotor approximation and correcting for internal
hindered rotations). The degeneracies of the doublet states are not considered since they
cancel out in Eq. (264). R is the gas constant, kB the Boltzmann constant, h the Planck







where m is the mass of the molecule or radical. ∆EB,0 is the electronic barrier height
∆EB,e plus the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE). The ZPVE is computed at the
ae-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pwCVTZ level. κ is the transmission coecient accounting for tun-
neling eects, computed from the Wigner formula [105]











Only the imaginary frequency ν, associated with the reaction coordinate, and the reaction
barrier ∆EB,0 are required to calculate κ. At the ae-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pwCVTZ level,
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Corrections accounting for hindered rotations are included for rotations about the CC
bond and about the reaction coordinate C...H...C. To obtain these corrections, we com-




[1− cos(3φ)] , 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π, (267)
at the level of ae-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pwCVTZ theory, optimizing all geometry parameters




...CH•3, respectively. Each reduced moment of inertia was computed
from the distances (in the equilibrium geometry) of the rotating H atoms from the axis
of rotation. These distances amount to 101.70, 104.28/108.01 and 104.84 pm for C2H6,
[H...C2H•6]
‡ and [CH...3 H
...CH•3]
‡, respectively (Table 2). The eigenvalues of the Schrödinger
Table 2: Rotational barriers (Vs) and constants (B).
System Vs/kJmol−1 RaXH/pm B/kJmol
−1 Θbtors/K
C2H6 11.74 101.70 0.129 447.7
[CH...3 H
...CH•3]
‡ 0.22 104.84 0.121 61.2
[H...C2H•6]
‡ 6.56 104.28 0.118 321.0
108.01
aDistance of the H atom from the axis of rotation.
bCharacteristic vibrational temperature of the torsional vibration.
equation with the potential Eq. (267) were obtained by diagonalizing a tridigonal matrix
of dimension 501, following recent work by Strekalov [106]. In Eq. (264), the vibrational
partition functions are computed with respect to the corresponding lowest vibrational




[1− exp(−Θk/T )]−1 , (268)
where the product runs over all real harmonic frequencies with characteristic vibrational
temperatures Θk. This vibrational partition function is corrected for hindered internal
rotation by multiplying by the factor
qhr/qtors = qhr [1− exp(−Θtors/T )] , (269)
where qhr is the partition function of the hindered internal rotor and qtors the partition
function of the harmonic torsional vibration, both evaluated with respect to their own
lowest level as zero of energy. The dierence between the zero-point energies of the one-
dimensional harmonic oscillator and the hindered internal rotor is taken into account
when calculating the electronic energy (column HR in Table 3).
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For the ve species involved in this study, the computed electronic atomization energies
(AE, the dissociation energy
∑
D0 for the dissociation into isolated atoms) are given in
Table 3 and compared with literature values [107, 108] where possible. The latter originate
Table 3: Electronic atomization energiesa / kJ mol−1.
System CCSD (T) (Q) CV ZPVE HR MVD SO Total ATcT
CH•3 1275.1 7.6 0.5 4.5 −78.3 . . . −0.7 −0.4 1208.4 1209.7b
CH4 1741.0 11.9 0.5 5.3 −117.9 . . . −0.8 −0.4 1639.6 1642.2c
C2H6 2945.8 26.2 0.9 10.3 −196.7 0.1 −1.7 −0.7 2784.3 2787.2c
[CH...3 H
...CH•3]
‡ 2933.2 27.7 1.9 9.5 −194.0 0.2 −1.6 −0.7 2776.2
[H...C2H•6]
‡ 2787.2 33.4 2.6 8.9 −198.4 0.1 −1.6 −0.7 2631.6
aThe CCSD energies were obtained at the fc-CCSD(F12)/cc-pVQZ-F12 level. The corrections for
connected triple excitations (T) were obtained at the fc-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pwCVQZ′ level. The
correction (Q) for connected quadruples contains the dierence CCSDTCCSD(T) calculated
at the fc-CCSDT/aug-cc-pVDZ level and the (Q) term obtained at the fc-CCSDT(Q)/cc-pVDZ
level. The correction for corevalence correlation (CV) was obtained at the ae-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pwCVQZ′ level. The harmonic zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE) correction is supplemented
by a zero-point-energy correction for hindered rotation (HR), and both scalar relativistic (MVD)
and spinorbit (SO) eects are taken into account.
bTaken from the work of Aguilera-Iparraguirre and co-workers [107].
cTaken from the work of Klopper and co-workers [108].
from the Active Thermochemical Tables (ATcT) of Ruscic [109, 110, 111, 112].
The computed AEs are found 1.3, 2.6, and 2.9 kJmol−1 below the ATcT reference val-
ues for CH•3, CH4, and C2H6, respectively. One reason for these discrepancies is that in
the present work, we have only included (except for the hindered-rotor treatment) the
harmonic ZPVE. For example, the anharmonic correction to the ZPVE of CH•3 amounts
to 0.9 kJmol−1 at the ae-CCSD(T)/cc-pCVTZ′ level [107]. Taking this anharmonic cor-
rection into account would have produced a theoretical AE for CH•3 of 1209.3 kJmol
−1,
within 0.4 kJmol−1 of the experimental value. The total ZPVE contribution would have
been −77.4 kJmol−1, in good agreement with the value (−77.6 kJmol−1) of Schwenke
[113]. For methane, Schwenke's value [114] amounts to −116.1 kJmol−1, whereas our har-
monic value is −117.9 kJmol−1. Taking Schwenke's value in place of ours would reduce
the error in the calculated AE of methane from 2.6 to 0.8 kJmol−1. For ethane, an ac-
curate (anharmonic) ZPVE contribution of −194.1 kJmol−1 is available from benchmark
calculations performed by Karton and co-workers [115]. This contribution is 2.6 kJmol−1
smaller in magnitude than our harmonic value, which makes up for almost all of the error
of 2.9 kJmol−1. Furthermore, our fc-CCSD(T) value of 2972.5 kJmol−1 compares well
with the value of 2973.7 kJmol−1 obtained at the W4 level [116] by these authors.
We expect that the errors due to neglecting the anharmonic corrections to the ZPVE will
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largely cancel when we compute the relative quantities of interest such as reaction energies
and barrier heights. The calculated energy of reaction for the endothermic reaction
CH4+ CH•3 → C2H6+ H•, (270)
for instance, amounts to 63.7 kJmol−1, only 1.0 kJmol−1 below the ATcT value of 64.7
kJmol−1. The anharmonic corrections to the transition states with their partially broken
bonds may be somewhat larger than for the molecules CH•3, CH4, and C2H6 but are di-
cult to quantify. The lowest-energy vibrational modes not accounted for in the hindered-
rotor treatments have wavenumbers 317 cm−1 (CH...3 H
...CH•3) and 640 cm
−1 (H...C2H•6).
Scaling all of the harmonic vibrational frequencies by a factor of 0.987, which yields an
anharmonic correction to the AEs of CH•3, CH4, and C2H6 of the correct order of magni-
tude, would aect the reaction barrier heights only by ca. 0.03 kJmol−1 and the log(k)
values in Table 4 only by about 0.02.
Similar error cancellations occur for other (small) ignored eects and remaining errors. For
example, the diagonal Born-Oppenheimer correction (DBOC) can crudely be estimated
to contribute ca. 0.1 kJmol−1 per CH bond to the AEs of the systems studied here [108],
and can thus safely be neglected when computing reaction energies and barrier heights.
Another example is the basis set error in the (T) corrections, which can be estimated
from an extrapolation from aug-cc-pwCVQZ′ and aug-cc-pwCVTZ results using the X−3
formula of Helgaker and co-workers [117]. This increases the (T) contributions to the
AEs by 0.2 kJmol−1 for CH•3 and CH4, and by 0.5 kJmol
−1 for C2H6, H...C2H•6, and
CH...3 H
...CH•3. (Note that the (T) contribution for ethane computed by Karton et al. [115]
is also ca. 0.5 kJmol−1 larger than ours.) Thus, the eect of the (T) basis set error on the
relevant relative quantities is only of the order of 0.1 kJmol−1 and thus negligible. The
cancellation of small terms is even more striking for the HartreeFock corrections that
are contained in our CCSD(F12) values. These corrections are computed as second-order
perturbation theory corrections from single excitations into the complementary auxiliary
basis set (CABS) that is used in the CCSD(F12) model. The corresponding contributions
to the AEs amount to 0.14, 0.18, 0.29, 0.31, and 0.31 kJmol−1 for CH•3, CH4, C2H6,
[H...C2H•6]
‡, and [CH...3 H
...CH•3]
‡, respectively, with virtually no net eect on the reaction
energies and barrier heights. These HartreeFock corrections could just as well have been
omitted.
Also the other terms are either so accurate or so small that we can rely on a cancellation
of the remaining errors in these terms. Concerning the CV correction, our values for CH•3,
CH4, and C2H6 (4.5, 5.3, and 10.3 kJmol−1) agree well with the corresponding values
from W4 theory (4.56, 5.31, and 10.2 kJmol−1) [115, 116]. The sum of our CCSD, (T),
and CV terms gives an atomization energy of 1287.4 kJmol−1 for CH•3 (after adding 0.2
kJmol−1 from extrapolating the (T) correction). This compares favorably with the value
of 1288.0 kJmol−1 obtained at the HEAT-456 level by Harding et al. [118], which contains
inner-shell correlation. Our MVD contributions agree to within 0.05 kJmol−1 with those
of the W4 and HEAT protocols [115, 116, 118]. Correlation eects beyond the CCSD(T)
level, however, seem somewhat larger (e.g., by about a factor of two for ethane [115])
in our calculations than in the W4 and HEAT-456(Q) protocols, but the corresponding
contributions to the reaction energies and barrier heights are very small.
In view of all of the above considerations, we expect that our computed reaction barrier
heights are accurate to within 2 kJmol−1. Our nal values thus are ∆EB,0 = 71.8 ± 2.0
kJmol−1 and ∆EB,0 = 216.4 ± 2.0 kJmol−1 for the reactions CH4 + CH•3 → CH•3 +
CH4 and CH4 + CH•3 → H• + C2H6, respectively. Concerning the latter reaction, we
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obtain ∆EB,0 = 152.7 ± 2.0 kJmol−1 for the backward reaction, remarkably close but
slightly below the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ value of 155.0 kJmol−1
computed (presumably in the frozen-core approximation) by Layeld and co-workers [84].
Also our computed barrier height for the reaction CH4 + CH•3 → CH•3 + CH4 (71.8± 2.0
kJmol−1) is slightly below those obtained by Remmert et al. [85] (74.1 kJmol−1 at the
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//MP2/cc-pVTZ level) and Kungwan and Truong[119] (75.7 kJmol−1
at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ//BH&HLYP/cc-pVDZ level).
5.3.2 Reaction Rates
Computed reaction rate constants (or rather the logarithm thereof) are shown in Table 4
for the reactions CH4 + CH•3 → CH•3 + CH4 (reaction 1) and CH4 + CH•3 → H• + C2H6
(reaction 2). They are also depicted in Figure 6, which not only shows the calculated
Table 4: Logarithm of the reaction rate constant, log(k/[cm3 mol−1 s−1]), as a function
of temperature, for the reactions CH4 + CH•3 → CH•3 + CH4 (reaction 1) and CH4 +
CH•3 → H• + C2H6 (reaction 2). The transmission coecient κ accounting for tunneling
eects is also given.
T / K Reaction 1 Reaction 2
This work κ This work κ Used in Ref. [63]
300 0.20 4.42 −25.38 3.30 −15.24
400 3.13 2.94 −16.18 2.30 −7.95
500 4.92 2.26 −10.63 1.83 −3.58
600 6.14 1.88 −6.89 1.58 −0.67
700 7.05 1.66 −4.20 1.43 1.41
800 7.75 1.51 −2.15 1.33 2.98
900 8.31 1.41 −0.54 1.26 4.19
1000 8.78 1.33 0.76 1.21 5.16
1100 9.17 1.28 1.84 1.18 5.96
1200 9.51 1.23 2.75 1.15 6.62
1300 9.81 1.20 3.53 1.13 7.18
1400 0.07 1.18 4.21 1.11 7.66
1500 0.30 1.15 4.80 1.10 8.07
rate constants at 300, 350, . . . , 1500 K, but also the curves that are obtained by tting
expressions of the type of Eq. (261) to the calculated points in the range 600−1500 K. In
Figure 6, the solid line corresponds to the reaction rate constants used in Ref. [63], that is,
using Eq. (261) with the parameters of Tabayashi and Bauer [64]. Our rate constants are
below the upper limit of Back [67] at 802 K as well as below the rate constant expression
of Skinner and Ruehrwein [66].
The parameters A, n, and Ea, obtained by tting computed rate constants to the ex-
pression Eq. (261), are given in Table 5, not only for reactions 1 and 2, but also for the





















Figure 6: Reaction rate constants (k in cm3 mol−1 s−1) as a function of 1/T for the
reactions CH4 + CH•3 → CH•3 + CH4 (4) and CH4 + CH•3 → H• + C2H6 (◦). For
comparison, the rate constant used in Ref. [63] for the latter reaction are shown as solid
line. The upper limit of Back [67] at 802 K is marked as +. The rate constants of Skinner
and Ruehrwein [66] are indicated as dotted line. The evaluated experimental kinetic data
of Kerr and Parsonage [120] for the reaction CH4 + CH•3 → CH•3 + CH4 are shown as N.
Table 5: Fitting parameters obtained by adjusting the rate constant equation k =
AT n exp{−Ea/(RT )} to the calculated values in the range 600− 1500 K.
Reaction A/cm3 mol−1 s−1 n Ea/kJmol−1
CH4 + CH
•
3 → CH•3 + CH4 1.5×102 3.2 55
CH4 + CH
•
3 → H• + C2H6 4.3×101 3.2 200
H• + C2H6 → CH4 + CH•3 1.2×108 1.7 145
The reaction rate constants for reaction 2 as computed in the present work are 310
orders of magnitude smaller than those of Tabayashi and Bauer [64]. We also note that
the calculated points are very well represented by the ts.
We can compare our computed reaction rate constants for reaction 1 (CH4 + CH•3 → CH•3
+ CH4) with the accurate results obtained very recently for this reaction by Remmert
et al. by means of a reduced dimensionality quantum dynamics study [85]. These authors
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compare their results with evaluated kinetic data of Kerr and Parsonage [120] as well as
with those obtained by Kungwan and Truong [119] from canonical variational transition-
state theory (CVT) including corrections for hindered rotation and tunneling. The latter
correction was obtained using the multidimensional semiclassical small-curvature tunnel-
ing method (SCT) of Truhlar and co-workers [121]. Figure 6 shows that our computed
ate constants for reaction 1 are slightly below those of Kerr and Parsonage [120]. This
is consistent with the TST results reported by Remmert et al. [85] and Kungwan and
Truong [119], which also are slightly below the evaluated kinetic data of Kerr and Par-
sonage [120]. Remmert et al. [85] note that tunneling plays an important role in the low
temperature region. The tunneling correction obtained from the Wigner formula, how-
ever, is signicantly smaller than the one obtained from the SCT method (see Table 4 and
Ref. [119]). At 600, 800, and 1000 K, for example, the SCT tunneling corrections are 1.7,
1.3, and 1.1 times larger than the Wigner values. Nevertheless, it was more the purpose of
the present work to compute accurate reaction barriers heights than to compute accurate
reaction rate constants. In this respect and in particular in view of the uncertainty in
our tunneling corrections, the agreement between our computed rate constants and the
experimental values for reaction 1 is satisfactory.
5.4 Conclusions
We have determined barrier heights of 71.8±2.0 kJmol−1 and 216.4±2.0 kJmol−1 for the
reactions CH4 + CH•3 → CH•3 + CH4 and CH4 + CH•3 → H• + C2H6, respectively, from
benchmark ab initio calculations. Using these barrier heights in conjunction with simple
transition-state theory yields rate constants for the latter reaction that are orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the ones used in the mechanism of Ref. [63], for the modeling of the
pyrolysis of ethylene, acetylene, and propylene. Therefore, we suggest that it is necessary
to reinvestigate the role of this reaction in that mechanism. Furthermore, we suggest to
use Eq. (261) with the parameters A = 43 cm3 mol−1 s−1, n = 3.2, and Ea = 200 kJmol−1
for the reaction CH4 + CH•3 → H• + C2H6.
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falling back on extrapolations or empirical correc-
tions
The atomization energies of the 105 molecules in the test set of Bakowies [J. Chem. Phys.
127, 084105 (2007)] have been computed with an estimated standard deviation (from the
values compiled in the Active Thermochemical Tables) of ±0.13 kJ/mol per valence elec-
tron in the molecule. The equilibrium geometries and harmonic frequencies were obtained
at the CCSD(T) level of theory with the cc-pCVTZ basis set. In order to obtain the nal
atomization energies accurately, the following contributions have been taken into account:
the correction to the basis set truncation error (obtained at the CCSD(F12) level), the cor-
rection for anharmonicity eects and zero-point vibrational energy, relativistic correction,
the correction accounting for the improvement between the CCSD(T) and full CCSDT
coupled-cluster models and the correction for the perturbative treatment of the connected
quadruple excitations (Q). The good agreement with the experimental values (standard
deviation of ±0.13 kJ/mol per valence electron) was obtained here without falling back
on empirical corrections.
6.1 Introduction
The purpose of the present work is to test the eciency and performance of the imple-
mentation of the explicitly correlated coupled-cluster singles-and-doubles, CCSD(F12),
model in the Turbomole package. This model, initially proposed by Fliegl et al. [41], is
the approximation to the full CCSD-F12 approach originally given by Noga et al. [40]. It
has been demonstrated that this method is able to recover quintuple-ζ quality correlation
energies with the orbital basis set of the size of triple-ζ [31].
The accurate ab initio estimation of the thermodynamic quantities requires taking into
account various eects. Besides the contributions from the levels of theory that refer
to the hierarchy of coupled-cluster models, also the eects accounting for relativistic,
anharmonic and other phenomena should be taken into account. Clearly, the current
level of a development of the theoretical molecular sciences does not allow obtaining
the nal, accurate result within one single calculation. Instead, one has to combine a
couple (sometimes dozens) of calculations to determine the nal value in an additivity
scheme. Various such additivity schemes and model chemistries already exist in the
literature. For instance the Gaussian-n (n = 2, 3, 4) theories of Curtis et al. [122, 123, 124],
the correlation-consistent composite approach (ccCA) of DeYonker et al. [125, 126], the
complete basis set (CBS) method of Petersson and co-workers [127, 128], the focal point
analysis (FPA) proposed by Allen et al. [129, 130], the multicoecient correlation method
(MCCMs) of Fast et al. [131, 132, 133], the HEAT protocol by Tajti et al. [134], Bomble
et al. [135] and Harding et al. [118], and the Weizmann-n (n = 1− 4) theories of Martin
and co-workers [136, 137, 116, 138]. The general idea of all of these schemes is similar,
they combine calculations at various levels of theory and the nal quantity is constructed
as the sum of the incremental contributions. Sometimes scaling factors or extrapolation
techniques are used.
The present application of the CCSD(F12) model is an extension of the previous work
of Klopper et al. [108], where the set of molecules, initially proposed by Bakowies [139],
was used for testing the performance of the implementation of the MP2-F12 method in
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the Turbomole program [49, 50]. To get agreement with the experimental atomization
energies, the authors in Ref. [108] applied an empirical interference factor for the cor-
rection to the basis set truncation error. Here we report the results of similar accuracy
obtained without such empirical factors.
6.2 Methodology
All contributions to the atomization energies, except the anharmonic correction, were
obtained at the ae-CCSD(T)/cc-pCVTZ equilibrium geometries. The anharmonic cor-
rection, taken from Ref. [108], was calculated at the fc-MP2/cc-pVDZ optimal geometry.
Our proposed incremental scheme begins with the coupled-cluster singles-and-doubles
(CCSD) contribution in the correlation-consistent core-valence quadruple-zeta basis set
(cc-pCVQZ) [140], correlating only the valence electrons (frozen-core approximation, fc-
CCSD). The atomization energies obtained at this level (fc-CCSD/cc-pCVQZ) are re-
ported under CCSD in Table 7. All molecules considered within the present study
are closed-shell systems, and restricted HartreeFock (RHF) wave functions were used
as the references. The electronic energies referring to the open-shell atoms (H, C, N,
O, F), needed for the evaluation of the atomization energies, were obtained within spin-
unrestricted CCSD calculations (UCCSD) based on restricted open-shell HartreeFock
(ROHF) reference wave functions and semicanonical orbitals (ROHF-UCCSD level).
At the fc-CCSD/cc-pCVQZ level, not only the error in the electron-correlation contribu-
tion, but also the error in the Hartree-Fock contribution is relatively large (up to a few
kJ/mol). In the previous study [108], these two errors were, to some extent, captured
by the empirical factor. Within the present study, the unscaled CCSD(F12) energies
are used as the correction to the basis set truncation error (vide supra), therefore the
Hartree-Fock and (T) contributions were improved by increasing the basis set to the cc-
pCV5Z [140]. The appropriate corrections are denoted with δHF and (T) in Table 7.
The explicitly correlated corrections to the atomization energies (denoted with F12 in
Table 7) were obtained at the fc-CCSD(F12) level of theory with the def2-QZVPP orbital
basis set [141]. For the density tting approximation, the aug-cc-pwCV5Z MP2 tting
basis of Hättig was used (aug-cc-pV5Z for H) [93]. The incremental contribution denoted
with Other is entirely taken from the previous study [108] and contains the following
contributions
∆Other = ∆CV + ∆ZPVE + ∆Anh. + ∆MVD + ∆SO + ∆T + ∆(Q). (271)
∆CV is a core-valence correction obtained as the dierence between ae-CCSD(T)/cc-
pCVQZ and fc-CCSD(T)/cc-pCVQZ energies. ∆ZPVE is the harmonic zero-point vibra-
tional correction obtained at the ae-CCSD(T)/cc-pCVTZ level, ∆Anh. is the correction
due to anharmonic eects, calculated at the fc-MP2/cc-pVDZ level. ∆MVD is the cor-
rection for scalar-relativistic eects (one electron Darwin and mass-velocity terms) ob-
tained at the ae-CCSD(T)/cc-pCVTZ level [101, 102]. ∆SO is a spin-orbit coupling
correction, which may be non-zero only for open-shell species. For the C, O and F
atoms, ∆SO amounts to −0.35599, −0.93278 and −1.61153 kJ/mol, respectively [103].
The remaining contributions take care of the correction to the full triple excitations and
perturbative treatment of quadruples ∆T = ECCSDT/cc-pVTZ − ECCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ, ∆(Q) =
ECCSDT(Q)/cc-pVDZ−ECCSDT/cc-pVDZ. The nal atomization energies are obtained by adding
all the incremental contributions
AETotal = ∆CCSD + δHF + ∆(T) + ∆F12 + ∆Other, (272)
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and these values can be found in the column denoted by Total. Such accurate treat-
ment allows for a direct comparison with the experimental values. In the column ATcT,
the thermochemical data are presented. These values were taken from the Active Ther-
mochemical Tables (ATcT) [109, 110, 111, 112] and they are considered as reliable and
internally consistent values. As opposed to the traditional, sequential approach, the ATcT
derive their results from a thermochemical network (TN) using all available knowledge.
The thermochemical data used in this work were obtained from the latest version of the
Core (Argonne) Thermochemical Network, C(A)TN, which is currently under develop-
ment [142].
6.3 Computational Details
The conventional coupled-cluster and second-order Møller-Plesset calculations were per-
formed with the Mainz-Austin-Budapest 2005 version of the Aces II program [83] and
with the mrcc program [89, 90]. The former program was employed for the conventional
CCSD approach with the perturbative correction for connected triple excitations (T).
The mrcc code was used for the higher order coupled-cluster treatment, i.e. the full
triples (CCSDT) and perturbative quadruples treatment (CCSDT(Q)). The CCSD(F12)
method, as implemented in the Turbomole program, was used for the purpose of the
explicitly correlated calculations.
The equilibrium geometries of all considered molecules were obtained in the previous study
[108] at the all-electron CCSD(T) level in the correlation consistent core-valence triple-ζ
basis set (cc-pCVTZ) of Dunning [95] and Woon and Dunning [140]. For the hydrogens
contained in the molecules, the cc-pVTZ basis set was used [95]. All the molecules are
closed-shell species, therefore the RHF reference wave function was used as the reference
for the geometry relaxation. The equilibrium structures are presented in Figures 8, 9, 10,
11 and 12.
The anharmonic correction, taken from Ref. [108], was obtained at the fc-MP2 level of the-
ory with the cc-pVDZ basis set [143]. The cubic force eld and those parts of the quartic
force eld that are required for the determination of the anharmonic eects were obtained
by means of the numerical dierentiation of the analytical Hessian around the equilibrium
structure, as implemented in the Aces II program [83, 144]. The harmonic ZPVEs were
obtained at the same level as the equilibrium geometries, i.e. ae-CCSD(T)/cc-pCVTZ,
and the anharmonic corrections were computed at the fc-MP2/cc-pVDZ level. This is
the only contribution that is obtained at a dierent equilibrium geometry than the other
corrections.
In the column denoted by CCSD in Table 7, the ae-CCSD/cc-pCVQZ energies are pre-
sented. These values, taken from the study of Klopper et al. [108], are shown for the
comparison with the previous results. Together with the column Other they can be
considered as the starting point for the improvements carried out in the present study.
The core-valence correction ∆CV, contained in the formula Eq. (271), is computed as
the dierence between the ae-CCSD(T)/cc-pCVQZ and fc-CCSD(T)/cc-pCVQZ energies,
where for the treatment of the hydrogens the cc-pVQZ basis set was used. This correc-
tions is obtained using the Aces II program and, for the open-shell atoms, the ROHF
reference employing the semi-canonical orbitals was used [145]. The correction ∆T was
obtained using the cc-pVTZ basis set [143] as the dierence between the fc-CCSDT and
fc-CCSD(T) energies. The perturbative quadruples correction ∆(Q) was obtained within
the cc-pVDZ basis set [143] and it should be considered as the incremental contribution
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with respect to the CCSDT values. The higher order coupled-cluster calculations (CCSDT
and CCSDT(Q)) were carried out with the mrcc program [89] and the open-shell atoms
were treated with the UHF reference wave function.
The main purpose of the present study was to obtain the atomization energies of com-
parable quality to those calculated by Klopper et al. [108] without using the empirical
interference factor. There are three major modications of the current additivity scheme
with respect to the one used in Ref. [108]. First, the Hartree-Fock component of the at-
omizations energies, previously computed with the cc-pCVQZ basis set [143], now is com-
puted with the cc-pCV5Z basis set [140]. The appropriate incremental values, computed
as the dierence between the HF/cc-pCVQZ and HF/cc-pCV5Z energies, can by found in
the column δHF of Table 7. Second, it has been discovered that the contribution from
the perturbative triple excitation (T), obtained before with the cc-pCVQZ basis set, also
introduces a non-negligible error to the nal values. Therefore an additional correction,
denoted with (T), has been included. This correction is the (T) contribution obtained
with the cc-pCV5Z basis set [140]. The third, most important modication, changes the
manner, in which the correction to the basis set truncation error is calculated. In the pre-
vious study, the explicitly correlated second order Møller-Plesset (MP2-F12) perturbation
theory was applied. To get agreement with experimental values, the authors introduced
an empirical scaling factor. This scaling factor was optimized against the mean deviation
from the ATcT values. The F12 contribution to the atomization energies was weighted
with the scaling factor fint = 0.78 and the nal atomization energies were in very good
agreement with the experimental values. Within the present work, instead of using the
MP2-F12 values, the CCSD(F12) contributions are adopted as the corrections to the basis
set truncation error. The CCSD(F12) calculations were carried out using the implementa-
tion in the Turbomole program. The Slater-type correlation factor was used [Eq. (60)]
with γ = 1.4 a−10 , represented as a linear combination of six Gaussian functions with
exponents and linear coecients taken from Ref. [44]. The details associated with the
theory and implementation of this method are presented in the thesis (see Sections 3 and
4). It is important to note that three variants of the explicitly correlated coupled-cluster
method were used, the full CCSD(F12) model with optimized cx,yi,j coecients, and two
approximated models, the xed-amplitudes procedure proposed by Tew et al. [60] (called
CCSD(F12/xed)), and the model CCSD-F12b*, which refers to the work of Adler et al.
[61, 62] (see Subsection 4.9 for the details about the implementation of these models).
6.4 Results and discussion
The components of the atomization energies are presented in Table 7. Where possible,
they are compared to the ATcT data. In the last column, denoted with Error, the
deviations between the theoretical and experimental atomization energies are shown. The
largest deviations, 7.1 and 6.7 kJ/mol, refer to the molecules 5 (tetrauoromethane) and
83 (peruoroperoxide), respectively. The reason for such signicant discrepancy can be
associated with the multireference character of these molecules. The D1 diagnostic of
Jansen and Nielsen [146], obtained for these molecules, amounts to, respectively, 0.027
and 0.048. Both values exceed 0.02 which is the accepted threshold above which the
electronic ground state is not well described by a single determinantal reference wave
function. In Figure 7 the correlation between the F12 corrections obtained at the MP2-
F12 and CCSD(F12) levels of theory is shown. The former quantities were weighted with
the empirical interference factor fint = 0.78 [108]. The coupled-cluster values remain
unscaled, but they contain the correction associated with the improvements made in
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Figure 7: The correlation between the F12 contributions obtained at the CCSD(F12) and
MP2-F12 levels of theory. The MP2-F12 values were scaled with the interference factor
fint = 0.78 determined by minimizing the deviations between the calculated and exper-
imental atomization energies. The CCSD(F12) values contain the correction associated
with the improvements made in the (T) contribution. The dashed line refers to the linear
function tted to the presented data and the dotted line reects the hypothetical perfect
correlation.
the (T) contribution. The dashed line refers to the linear function tted to the data
points on the plot, the dotted line reects the hypothetical perfect correlation between the
CCSD(F12) and MP2-F12 quantities. These contributions correlate well, the deviation
between the dashed and dotted lines is rather small and amounts to 1.10 kJ/mol, in terms
of the standard deviation of the data points from the dotted line. This means that the
choice of the empirical scaling factor, in the case of the MP2-F12 results, was correct
and ecient. It was possible to enhance the MP2-F12 contributions to the values that
are close to the CCSD(F12) results with just one factor. The remaining dierences, i.e.
the deviations between the dashed and dotted line on Figure 7, refer to the fact that the
factor was chosen to minimize the deviation from the experimental rather than from the
CCSD(F12) values. It is likely that it also corrects the contributions that go beyond the
CCSD(T) level. The removal of the scaling factor, in the case of the F12 corrections based
on CCSD(F12) results, required the improvements of the Hartree-Fock and perturbative
triples (T) components of the atomization energies. The results collected in Table 7 are
statistically analyzed in Table 6.
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Table 6: Statistics of the deviations of the computed values from the ATcT reference




c 95% d δmax
e Moleculef
Errors per molecule
CCSD(F12) 0.03 1.69 2.19 4.39 7.1 CF4
CCSD(F12/xed) 1.99 2.56 3.38 6.76 10.3 CF4
CCSD-F12b* −2.47 2.85 3.31 6.62 −7.9 C3H6 (cyclopropane)
MP2-F12(fint = 0.0)g −21.7 21.7 23.1 46.3 −52.4 N2O4
MP2-F12(fint = 0.78)g −0.12 0.90 1.22 2.44 4.1 C2H3F
MP2-F12(fint = 1.0)g 5.98 5.98 6.52 13.0 14.1 N2O4
Without improving Hartree-Fock and (T)
CCSD(F12) −2.10 2.45 2.79 5.58 −6.6 N2H4
CCSD(F12/xed) −0.14 1.73 2.21 4.43 7.5 CF4
CCSD-F12b* −4.60 4.60 5.14 10.27 −0.4 C3H6
Errors per valence electron
CCSD(F12) −0.03 0.11 0.13 0.27 −0.4 NH3
CCSD(F12/xed) 0.09 0.14 0.17 0.34 0.4 CO2
CCSD-F12b* −0.17 0.19 0.23 0.46 −0.6 NH3
MP2-F12(fint = 0.0)g −1.33 1.33 1.36 2.72 −1.9 H4N2
MP2-F12(fint = 0.78)g −0.01 0.06 0.08 0.16 0.2 C2H3F
MP2-F12(fint = 1.0)g 0.37 0.37 0.38 0.77 0.7 H2N2 (cis-diazene)
Without improving Hartree-Fock and (T)
CCSD(F12) −0.15 0.17 0.20 0.40 −0.5 NH3
CCSD(F12/xed) −0.04 0.11 0.15 0.29 −0.4 NH3
CCSD-F12b* −0.30 0.30 0.34 0.67 −0.7 NH3
a Mean error.
b Mean absolute error.
c Root-mean-square error.
d 95% condence limit.
e Maximum deviation.
f Molecule with largest error.
g Data taken from Ref. [108].
The standard mean error amounts to ±0.13 kJ/mol per valence electron when the F12
correction based on the CCSD(F12) calculations is included. The F12 corrections based
on the alternative approximations perform slightly worse, the standard mean errors are
±0.17 and ±0.23 kJ/mol per valence electron, respectively, for the CCSD(F12/xed) and
CCSD-F12b* models. In terms of the errors per molecule, the dierence between the RMS
errors of full CCSD(F12) and the other models is ca. 1 kJ/mol. This suggests that it is
preferable to use the F12 contributions based on the full CCSD(F12) calculations. The
performance of the additivity scheme based on the scaled MP2-F12 contributions is still
slightly better. The RMS deviation per valence electron is lower by ca. 0.05 kJ/mol and
amounts to 0.08 kJ/mol per valence electron. The reason for this is probably associated
with the fact that the interference scaling factor accounts not only for the eects at the
CCSD level. If that were the case, then the scaled MP2-F12 and CCSD(F12) results
should be the same. The usage of the unscaled CCSD(F12) rather than scaled MP2-
F12 contributions without modifying the rest of the procedure led to a worsening of
the statistics (see Table 6 under the label Without improving Hartree-Fock and (T)).
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The root mean square error per molecule is ca. 0.6 kJ/mol larger when the Hartree-Fock
and (T) components were not improved. This eect is even more pronounced for the
CCSD-F12b* approximation, where this dierence is ca. 2.8 kJ/mol. In the case of the
CCSD(F12/xed) approximation, one observes signicant improvement of the statistics,
which is likely due to a fortunate cancellation of the errors.
The inclusion of the unscaled CCSD(F12) contribution as the correction to the basis set
truncation error led to the conclusion that the presence of the scaling factor corrects
also the errors coming from other sources. Therefore it was a natural idea to improve
the (T) and Hartree-Fock components of the atomization energies, and new terms were
taken into account (fth and sixth column in Table 7). The authors in Ref. [108] sug-
gest that the remaining error, appearing in their additivity scheme, amounts to ±0.13
kJ/mol per valence electron. This is due to the propagation of the errors associated
with the following contributions (per valence electron): Hartree-Fock (±0.08 kJ/mol),
core-valence (±0.04 kJ/mol), ZPVE (±0.06 kJ/mol), relativistic eects (±0.003 kJ/mol),
full triples and (Q) (±0.05 kJ/mol), valence-shell post-CCSDT(Q) (±0.02 kJ/mol), core-
valence post-CCSD(T) (±0.03) and DBOC (±0.02 kJ/mol). The improvements done
within the present study, i.e. the extension of the basis set at the Hartree-Fock and the
(T) levels, reduce this value to ca. 0.10 kJ/mol. The nal atomization energies, plagued
with such small error, were obtained without using the interference scaling factor.
6.5 Conclusions
The atomization energies of 105 molecules from the test set of Bakowies [139] have
been computed with an estimated standard deviations from the ATcT values of ±0.13
kJ/mol per electron in the valence shell. This agreement was achieved by including the
CCSD(F12) contribution that corrects for the basis set truncation error. It was possible
to achieve good agreement with the experimental values without falling back on empiri-
cal corrections or extrapolations. In comparison to the previous study of Klopper et al.
[108], the scaled MP2-F12 contributions were replaced with unscaled CCSD(F12) values.
Together with improving the picture of the Hartree-Fock and (T) components, the nal
atomization energies, obtained without the empirical scaling, are of similar accuracy to
those from the study of Klopper et al.. The estimated error of the presented additivity
scheme amounts to 0.10 kJ/mol per valence electron.
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Table 7: Atomization energies in kJ/mol.a
Nr.b Moleculec CCSD δHF (T) F12 Other
d Total ATcT Error
1 CFN cyanogen uoride 1202.7 1.1 50.8 17.9 −21.0 1251.6 1250.3± 1.7 1.3
2 CFN isocyanogen uoride 902.4 1.2 54.5 16.8 −17.2 957.8 959.2± 2.7 −1.4
3 CF2 singlet diuoromethylene 1028.4 1.4 37.8 14.7 −20.0 1062.2 1059.1± 0.8 3.1
4 CF2O carbonyl uoride 1677.5 1.6 56.0 23.6 −37.7 1721.0 1718.4± 0.9 2.6
5 CF4 tetrauoromethane 1922.1 1.9 54.4 28.3 −51.7 1955.0 1947.9± 0.6 7.1
6 CHF singlet uoromethylene 855.1 0.9 23.3 9.3 −31.7 857.0
7 CHFO formyl uoride 1620.0 1.2 45.6 18.6 −52.9 1632.4 1631.4± 0.9 1.0
8 CHF3 triuoromethane 1855.1 1.5 43.9 23.0 −71.1 1852.4 1848.7± 0.9 3.7
9 CHN hydrogen cyanide 1250.1 0.7 37.9 14.1 −35.1 1267.7 1268.3± 0.2 −0.6
10 CHN hydrogen isocyanide 1189.6 0.8 36.2 13.6 −35.4 1204.9 1207.0± 0.6 −2.1
11 CHNO cyanic acid 1627.8 1.3 56.1 21.8 −49.7 1657.2 1657.2± 1.0 0.0
12 CHNO isocyanic acid 1725.3 1.3 60.3 22.5 −48.7 1760.7 1761.0± 0.4 −0.3
13 CHNO formonitrile oxide 1418.5 1.2 73.2 21.6 −41.4 1473.1 1474.1± 1.2 −1.0
14 CHNO isofulminic acid 1377.6 1.4 58.0 20.9 −48.1 1409.8 1410.2± 1.0 −0.4
15 CH2 singlet methylene 742.1 0.5 7.8 4.7 −41.0 714.0 714.9± 0.2 −0.9
16 CH2F2 diuoromethane 1778.3 1.1 32.8 17.7 −87.3 1742.6 1741.7± 0.8 0.9
17 CH2N2 cyanamide 1937.9 1.4 56.7 24.5 −80.1 1940.3
18 CH2N2 3H-diazirine 1754.3 1.7 63.7 24.2 −79.9 1763.9
19 CH2N2 diazomethane 1788.7 1.4 66.9 23.3 −71.5 1808.9
20 CH2O formaldehyde 1515.0 0.8 32.6 13.4 −65.7 1496.1 1495.8± 0.2 0.3
21 CH2O hydroxymethylene 1300.8 1.0 30.0 12.8 −67.3 1277.3 1277.8± 1.1 −0.5
22 CH2O2 dioxirane 1627.0 1.6 60.5 21.6 −81.6 1629.0 1629.6± 1.7 −0.6
23 CH2O2 formic acid 2019.2 1.3 51.8 22.1 −85.0 2009.3 2008.4± 0.3 0.9
24 CH2O3 performic acid 2133.8 1.9 77.3 29.2 −91.4 2150.7
25 CH3F uoromethane 1729.6 0.8 21.8 12.7 −102.0 1662.8 1665.1± 0.6 −2.3
26 CH3N methanimine 1778.4 1.0 34.9 15.8 −98.2 1731.9 1733.5± 1.0 −1.6
27 CH3NO formamide 2288.1 1.5 52.9 24.9 −111.6 2255.7
28 CH3NO2 methyl nitrite 2379.7 2.1 86.7 31.5 −119.9 2380.1
29 CH3NO2 nitromethane 2385.0 2.1 89.3 32.1 −122.8 2385.8
30 CH4 methane 1733.2 0.5 11.9 7.7 −113.6 1639.7 1642.2± 0.1 −2.5
31 CH4N2O urea 3029.4 2.1 71.0 36.3 −158.5 2980.2
32 CH4O methanol 2096.9 1.0 28.2 15.9 −130.9 2011.1 2012.7± 0.2 −1.6
33 CH5N methylamine 2378.0 1.1 30.0 18.2 −161.2 2266.0 2269.0± 0.5 −3.0
34 CO carbon monoxide 1038.8 0.7 33.2 10.9 −10.1 1073.5 1072.1± 0.1 1.4
35 CO2 carbon dioxide 1548.6 1.2 57.3 19.8 −25.8 1601.1 1598.2± 0.1 2.9
36 C2F2 diuoroacetylene 1526.3 1.2 56.5 20.6 −29.0 1575.7 1577.0± 1.7 −1.3
37 C2F4 tetrauoroethylene 2350.1 2.2 76.6 33.9 −56.7 2406.2 2405.2± 1.0 1.0
38 C2HF uoroacetylene 1593.4 0.9 45.7 16.3 −45.5 1610.8 1612.3± 1.0 −1.5
39 C2HF3 triuoroethylene 2345.6 1.8 64.9 28.7 −75.0 2365.9
40 C2H2 acetylene 1637.4 0.5 34.4 12.3 −60.4 1624.3 1626.2± 0.2 −1.9
41 C2H2F2 1,1-diuoroethylene 2367.7 1.5 53.4 23.7 −92.0 2354.3
42 C2H2O ketene 2145.9 1.1 53.8 19.4 −73.4 2146.9 2147.3± 0.2 −0.4
43 C2H2O oxirene 1813.6 1.4 59.2 21.1 −67.7 1827.6
44 C2H2O2 glyoxal 2547.3 1.6 70.7 27.1 −89.0 2557.8 2555.3± 0.6 2.5
45 C2H3F uoroethylene 2329.1 1.1 42.0 18.6 −108.6 2282.2 2278.4± 1.7 3.8
46 C2H3FO acetyl uoride 2860.0 1.6 60.4 27.0 −122.5 2826.5
47 C2H3N acetonitrile 2491.3 1.1 52.3 21.6 −108.2 2458.2
48 C2H3N methyl isocyanide 2391.4 1.4 50.7 21.4 −109.9 2355.0
49 C2H4 ethylene 2304.3 0.8 30.5 13.5 −124.2 2224.8 2225.9± 0.2 −1.1
50 C2H4O acetaldehyde 2755.0 1.3 47.9 21.4 −137.2 2688.3 2688.9± 0.4 −0.6
51 C2H4O oxirane 2643.5 1.5 48.5 22.8 −143.4 2572.9 2573.9± 0.5 −1.0
52 C2H4O2 acetic acid 3254.9 1.7 66.5 30.4 −154.3 3199.1 3199.3± 1.5 −0.2
53 C2H4O2 methyl formate 3183.6 1.8 67.5 30.2 −155.8 3127.3 3125.2± 0.6 2.1
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54 C2H5F uoroethane 2951.0 1.2 36.8 20.5 −172.1 2837.4 2838.5± 1.9 −1.1
55 C2H5N aziridine 2925.7 1.6 49.8 25.1 −174.6 2827.6
56 C2H6 ethane 2930.7 0.9 26.2 15.3 −188.6 2784.6 2787.2± 0.2 −2.6
57 C2H6O dimethyl ether 3264.5 1.5 43.5 23.7 −201.4 3131.7 3132.4± 0.5 −0.7
58 C2H6O ethanol 3315.0 1.4 43.4 23.6 −201.7 3181.7 3182.8± 0.3 −1.1
59 C2N2 cyanogen 1970.9 1.4 84.8 26.7 −27.5 2056.1 2055.8± 0.5 0.3
60 C3H3N acrylonitrile 3071.4 1.5 73.7 27.3 −117.1 3056.8
61 C3H4 allene 2858.6 1.0 50.5 19.2 −131.7 2797.6 2800.9± 0.5 −3.3
62 C3H4 cyclopropene 2765.9 1.2 50.5 20.7 −134.6 2703.7 2705.1± 1.0 −1.4
63 C3H4 propyne 2868.0 1.1 49.2 17.3 −132.1 2803.4 2805.6± 0.5 −2.2
64 C3H6 cyclopropane 3490.0 1.4 44.5 22.5 −203.0 3355.4 3359.7± 0.6 −4.3
65 C3H6 propene 3520.5 1.2 45.9 21.2 −195.3 3393.6 3395.0± 0.4 −1.4
66 C3H8 propane 4136.2 1.3 41.5 23.0 −257.7 3944.4 3944.6± 0.4 −0.2
67 C3O2 carbon suboxide 2620.5 1.7 110.9 31.3 −41.0 2723.5
68 C4H4 butatriene 3415.2 1.3 75.2 24.8 −137.8 3378.7
69 C4H4 cyclobutadiene 3308.7 1.6 76.1 26.6 −142.3 3270.7
70 C4H4 tetrahedran 3200.0 1.7 69.8 29.4 −140.3 3160.6
71 C4H4 vinylacetylene 3454.5 1.3 70.6 25.5 −141.7 3410.3
72 C4N2 dicyanoacetylene 3132.7 1.9 127.9 38.3 −44.8 3255.9
73 FH hydrogen uoride 577.0 0.3 8.7 4.9 −26.0 564.9 566.0± 0.0 −1.1
74 FHO hypouorous acid 616.2 0.9 33.4 11.4 −36.8 625.1 624.0± 0.4 1.1
75 FHO2 uoroperoxide 793.6 1.6 61.6 19.0 −46.5 829.4
76 FH2N monouoroamine 1023.9 1.1 29.9 14.9 −71.4 998.3
77 FH3N2 uorohydrazine 1628.0 1.8 52.1 26.3 −115.0 1593.2
78 FNO nitrosyl uoride 806.7 1.8 68.2 19.9 −16.0 880.5
79 F2 diuorine 123.1 0.9 31.2 6.8 −6.3 155.8 154.6± 0.2 1.2
80 F2N2 diuorodiazene (cis) 941.9 2.2 79.6 27.7 −29.0 1022.4
81 F2N2 diuorodiazene (trans) 938.7 2.4 76.7 27.2 −28.8 1016.2
82 F2O diuorine monoxide 317.8 1.8 56.3 14.9 −14.1 376.7 373.3± 0.7 3.4
83 F2O2 peruoroperoxide 505.4 2.3 102.4 22.4 −16.1 616.4 609.7± 0.8 6.7
84 F3N triuoroamine 771.3 2.2 65.2 24.5 −30.4 832.8
85 HNO nitrosylhydride 800.0 1.2 41.5 14.7 −33.4 824.0 823.6± 0.1 0.4
86 HNO2 nitrous acid (cis) 1208.8 1.7 68.7 23.2 −49.5 1252.9 1251.5± 0.4 1.4
87 HNO2 nitrous acid (trans) 1209.1 1.9 69.0 23.1 −49.0 1254.1 1253.3± 0.1 0.8
88 HNO2 nitrous acid, HNO2 1170.4 1.8 74.6 23.7 −53.4 1217.0
89 HNO3 nitric acid 1491.0 2.2 95.9 32.0 −66.5 1554.6 1551.6± 0.2 3.0
90 HN3 hydrogen azide 1272.7 1.8 76.9 25.8 −47.2 1330.0 1329.7± 0.6 0.3
91 H2N2 diazene (cis) 1151.4 1.4 41.8 17.6 −68.3 1143.9 1143.5± 0.9 0.4
92 H2N2 diazene (trans) 1174.0 1.3 41.0 17.7 −69.8 1164.2 1165.8± 0.7 −1.6
93 H2N2 diazene (iso) 1072.1 1.2 37.9 18.4 −65.5 1064.1 1065.1± 0.9 −1.0
94 H2N2O nitrosamide 1515.2 1.8 66.6 26.6 −79.2 1530.9
95 H2O water 948.0 0.5 14.4 8.2 −55.5 915.7 917.8± 0.1 −2.1
96 H2O2 hydrogen peroxide 1070.3 1.1 36.9 15.3 −68.5 1055.0 1055.2± 0.1 −0.2
97 H3N ammonia 1214.6 0.7 15.9 10.5 −87.3 1154.3 1157.3± 0.1 −3.0
98 H3NO ammonia oxide 1336.5 1.5 35.2 19.9 −105.7 1287.5
99 H3NO hydroxylamine 1446.1 1.2 34.8 18.3 −103.3 1397.1 1398.7± 0.5 −1.6
100 H4N2 hydrazine 1769.4 1.3 34.7 21.0 −135.1 1691.2 1695.6± 0.2 −4.4
101 N2 dinitrogen 894.5 1.1 39.1 15.5 −9.3 940.8 941.1± 0.1 −0.3
102 N2O nitrous oxide 1023.6 1.6 77.7 22.8 −22.3 1103.4 1102.0± 0.1 1.4
103 N2O3 dinitrogen trioxide 1445.7 2.8 144.1 38.3 −36.8 1594.2 1591.1± 0.2 3.1
104 N2O4 dinitrogen tetraoxide 1737.9 3.4 177.4 47.4 −53.9 1912.3 1908.5± 0.2 3.8
105 O3 ozone 477.9 2.1 106.7 18.3 −8.0 597.0 596.1± 0.1 0.9
106 H2 dihydrogen 456.6 0.1 0.0 1.2 −26.1 431.8 432.1± 0.0 −0.3
a The individual contributions are explained in the text.
b Same number and same molecule as in Ref. [139] except for dihydrogen.
c The ae-CCSD(T)/cc-pCVTZ equilibrium geometry was used for each molecule.
d Further corrections taken from Ref. [108]. See the text.
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1. 2. 3. 4.
5. 6. 7. 8.
9. 10. 11. 12.
13. 14. 15. 16.
17. 18. 19. 20.
21. 22. 23. 24.
Figure 8: The structures of molecules 1−24 considered in Section 6. The geometries were
obtained at the ae-CCSD(T) level of theory with the cc-pCVTZ basis set.
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25. 26. 27. 28.
29. 30. 31. 32.
33. 34. 35. 36.
37. 38. 39. 40.
45. 46. 47. 48.
41. 43. 44.42.
Figure 9: The structures of molecules 25 − 48 considered in Section 6. The geometries
were obtained at the ae-CCSD(T) level of theory with the cc-pCVTZ basis set.
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empirical corrections
49. 50. 51. 52.
53. 54. 55. 56.
57. 58. 59. 60.
61. 62. 63. 64.
65. 66. 67. 68.
69. 70. 71. 72.
Figure 10: The structures of molecules 49 − 72 considered in Section 6. The geometries
were obtained at the ae-CCSD(T) level of theory with the cc-pCVTZ basis set.
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73. 74. 75. 76.
77. 78. 79. 80.
81. 82. 83. 84.
85. 86. 87. 88.
89. 90. 91. 92.
93. 94. 95. 96.
Figure 11: The structures of molecules 73 − 96 considered in Section 6. The geometries
were obtained at the ae-CCSD(T) level of theory with the cc-pCVTZ basis set.
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97. 98. 99. 100.
101. 102. 103. 104.
105. 106.
Figure 12: The structures of molecules 97− 106 considered in Section 6. The geometries
were obtained at the ae-CCSD(T) level of theory with the cc-pCVTZ basis set.
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7 Coupled-cluster calculations of the ionization poten-
tials and electron anities of the atoms H, C, N, O
and F
The ionization potentials and electron anities of the atoms H, C, N, O and F have
been computed by means of coupled-cluster methods using doubly augmented correlation-
consistent one-electron basis sets in conjunction with explicitly correlated Slater-type
geminals. Excitations up to the level of connected quintuples have been accounted for, and
all orbitals in the core and valence shells have been correlated. Relativistic eects (spin
orbit as well as scalar) and diagonal BornOppenheimer corrections have been included.
7.1 Introduction
The last ve years have seen a rapid development of explicitly correlated methods that
use Slater-type geminals (STGs) as two-particle basis functions. In 2004, these STGs
were introduced by Ten-no [45] into the explicitly correlated R12 methods of Kutzelnigg
and co-workers [26, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153] thereby signicantly advancing the
accuracy and applicability of these methods. Also the introduction of auxiliary basis
sets [47] to improve the resolution-of-the-identity (RI) approximations [147, 148, 149],
which are intrinsic to the R12 methods, has initiated a renewed interest in the R12
methods and has led to the development of more ecient and more accurate approaches.
When using R12 methods today, it is common practice to use STGs in combination with
(complementary) auxiliary basis sets (CABS)[20].
In the following and throughout this Section, we shall refer to the R12 methods that use
STGs as F12 methods. These were rst developed, investigated, and applied in the
framework of second-order MøllerPlesset perturbation theory, that is, at the MP2-F12
level, evaluating the necessary integrals either by numerical quadrature or by representing
the exponential with a linear combination of Gaussians [27, 44, 45, 154]. Numerical
quadrature [24], robust density-tting [21, 155] and/or local-correlation approaches have
led to very powerful MP2-F12 implementations [23, 49, 50, 108, 156, 157, 158].
The main purpose of this study is the determination of the ionization potentials (IP) and
electron anities (AE) of the hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and uorine atoms.
In order to obtain accurate results, coupled-cluster techniques up to connected quintuple
excitations have been combined with the CCSD(F12) method. The contributions obtained
at the latter level of theory are considered as corrections to the basis set truncation error.
For the purpose of the explicitly correlated treatment we have employed the integral-
directdensity-tting implementation of the CCSD(F12) model, that recently became
available as a part of the Turbomole program [69]. Relativistic and diagonal Born-
Oppenheimer corrections have been also included.
7.2 Computational details
All conventional coupled-cluster calculations were performed with the Mainz-Austin-
Budapest version of the Aces II program [83] and with the mrcc program [89, 90].
Within all post Hartree-Fock calculations, both core and valence electrons were correlated
(all-electron calculations). For the open-shell cases, the UHF reference wave function was
used. The Hartree-Fock and CCSD(T) contributions to the IPs and EAs were computed
within the correlation-consistent doubly augmented quintuple-ζ, d-aug-cc-pwCV5Z, basis
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set [97]. Incremental contributions referring to these levels of theory can be found under
the label CCSD(T) in Tables 10 and 11, respectively for the IPs and EAs (relative quan-
tities are presented in eV). The correction that accounts for the perturbative treatment
of quadruple excitations with respect to the (T) values was computed with the d-aug-cc-
pwCVQZ basis set [95]. This values are labeled with (T)→(Q) in Tables 10 and 11.
Contributions associated with the incremental corrections from full quadruple excitations,
denoted with (Q)→Q, were computed with the d-aug-cc-pwCVTZ basis set [95]. They
should be considered as the incremental corrections with respect to the (Q) values. The
connected pentuple excitations were taken into account in a perturbative manner in the
d-aug-cc-pwCVDZ basis set [95].
All explicitly correlated calculations were performed at the CCSD(F12) level of theory,
as implemented in the Turbomole program [58, 69]. The Slater-type correlation factor
was used with the exponent γ = 1.0 a−10 . It was approximated by a linear combina-
tion of six Gaussian functions with linear and nonlinear coecients taken from Ref. [44].
The CCSD(F12) electronic energies were computed in an all-electron calculation with the
d-aug-cc-pwCV5Z basis set [97]. For all cases we used full CCSD(F12) model (see Sub-
section 4.9 for the discussion about models implemented in Turbomole), the open-shell
species were computed with a UHF reference wave function. The explicitly correlated
contributions to the relative quantities are collected in Tables 10 and 11 under the label
F12.
The mass-velocity and Darwin terms (denoted as MVD) were computed at the ae-
CCSD(T) level of theory [145] with the d-aug-cc-pwCV5Z basis set. The spin-orbit cor-
rections (SO) were obtained from the experimentally observed spin-orbit splitting [159].








where the sum runs over the relevant isotopes with mass MI and natural abundancy
pI . For the calculation of this correction we used the isotope relative atomic masses and
abundances reported in Ref. [159]. The total electronic energies in Eq. (273) were obtained
at the ae-CCSD(T)/d-aug-cc-pwCV5Z level.
For energies and relative atomic masses we used the following conversion factors 1 Eh =
27.21138386(68) eV and 1 u = 1.660538782(83)×10−27 kg = 1822.88848 me, respectively,
where me is the electron mass [160].
The aug-cc-pwCV5Z density-tting [93] and aug-cc-pV5Z exchange-tting [94] basis sets
[the latter one used for the representation of the MP2-F12 Bm,n(ij)x,y intermediate, see
Eq. (204)] have been supplemented with additional diused Gaussian functions (Tables 8,
9). To test these basis sets, we have performed ae-CCSD(F12)/d-aug-cc-pwCV5Z calcu-
lations on the H− and F− anions with the Dalton program [161], using the same Ansatz
(2B), same Slater-type geminal (γ = 1.0 a−10 ), and the same CABS (vide supra) as used
with the Turbomole program [69]. Within the implementation of the CCSD(F12) model
in Dalton the DF techniques are not employed and all integrals are computed in an ex-
act manner [31, 32]. Dalton yielded −0.5277231 Eh and −99.8469203 Eh for H− and
F−, respectively, while Turbomole yielded −0.5277227 Eh and −99.8469450 Eh. The
density tting error is of the order of magnitude of 2.5 µEh in the case of uorine anion,




The atomic ionization potentials and electron anities are presented in Tables 10 and 11,
respectively. In the rst eight columns the incremental contributions to the nal quantities
are given, in the column labeled with Calc. the sum of them is shown. The last column,
denoted with Exptl., contains the experimental results. All values are provided in eV
units. In the case of the nitrogen anion, an excess electron is unbound, therefore no EA
is presented for this case.
The conventional coupled-cluster contributions tend to be smaller with the increase of the
excitation level. The exception here is the EA of uorine, for which the contributions from
full quadruples are larger than those obtained at the (Q) level of theory. Similar behavior
can be observed in the case of the EA of oxygen where the (5) correction is larger that
the full quadruples contribution. The F12 corrections are of the order of magnitude of a
few meV for H, C and N. For the uorine atom and for the EA of oxygen this correction
is signicantly larger and amounts to 35, 21 and 20 meV, respectively for the IP and
EA of uorine and the EA of oxygen. The scalar and one-electron Darwin relativistic
corrections are of the order of magnitude of a few meV for the second-row atoms. The
exceptions here are again uorine and oxygen, where these contributions are signicantly
larger. The spin-orbit coupling corrections are of similar importance, exceptions here are
large contributions to the IP of nitrogen and oxygen and the more signicant contribution
to the EA of uorine. The two-electron Darwin term, as well as higher order relativistic
contributions, such as the Breit interactions, are expected to be small for light atoms,
therefore they have been neglected within the present work. The DBOC corrections are
rather small in the case of the second-row atoms and, as expected, more signicant for
the hydrogen atom.
The nal results compare well with the experimental values, except for the IP of oxygen
and the EA of uorine. For these cases we observe larger discrepancies. The IPs of
hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen agree to within a fraction of a meV with the
experiment. The largest deviation here, associated with the IP of nitrogen, amounts to
0.0007 eV. The agreement with the experimental values for the EAs of hydrogen and
carbon is similar. The most dicult cases among the considered atoms refer to oxygen
and uorine. The EA computed for oxygen diers from the experimental value by ca.
4 meV. The discrepancy associated with the EA of uorine amounts to ca. 5 meV. This
is most likely due to the incomplete convergence of the coupled-cluster hierarchy that
is observed for these cases. The signicant F12 contributions suggest that the basis set
truncation errors are also larger for these cases, than for the other atoms.
7.4 Conclusions
The ionization potentials and electron anities of the H, C, N, O and F atoms have
been computed by means of state-of-the-art electronic structure methods. The conven-
tional coupled-cluster calculations were performed up to the connected pentuple excitation
level. For the purpose of the basis set truncation correction the implementation of the
CCSD(F12) model in Turbomole was applied. Final results were supplemented with
relativistic and diagonal Born-Oppenheimer corrections. Estimated values of the IPs and
EAs are in good agreement with the experimental values and the deviations do not exceed
0.7 meV, in the cases of H, C and N atoms and the IP of O atom. The results obtained
for uorine dier by ca. 1 and 5 meV from the experiment, respectively for the IP and
EA. The EA of oxygen is plagued with discrepancy that amounts to ca. 4 meV.
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Table 8: Exponents (in a−20 ) of the diuse Gaussians added to the aug-cc-
pwCV5Z MP2-tting basis setsa.
` H C N O F
s 0.0440 0.0330 0.0410 0.0370 0.0510
0.0180 0.0170 0.0200 0.0140 0.0210
0.0071 0.0092 0.0096 0.0055 0.0086
p 0.0780 0.0360 0.0390 0.0690 0.0990
0.0310 0.0150 0.0140 0.0280 0.0430
0.0130 0.0059 0.0048 0.0120 0.0190
d 0.0930 0.0340 0.0430 0.0650 0.0880
0.0370 0.0140 0.0170 0.0300 0.0430
0.0150 0.0054 0.0065 0.0140 0.0210
f 0.0940 0.0550 0.0850 0.0920 0.1300
0.0380 0.0220 0.0360 0.0350 0.0550
0.0150 0.0090 0.0150 0.0140 0.0220
g 0.3200 0.0980 0.1400 0.1700 0.2500
0.1300 0.0400 0.0590 0.0680 0.1100
0.0510 0.0160 0.0240 0.0280 0.0460
h 0.4100 0.2600 0.3200 0.3600 0.4700
0.1700 0.1500 0.1600 0.1700 0.2200
0.0660 0.0800 0.0770 0.0760 0.1000
i 0.4100 0.4900 0.5900 0.7900
0.2000 0.2200 0.2500 0.3400
0.0980 0.0980 0.1100 0.1500
a aug-cc-pV5Z MP2-tting basis for H.
Table 9: Exponents (in a−20 ) of the diuse Gaussians added to the aug-cc-
pV5Z exchange-tting basis sets.
` H C N O F
s 0.118 0.076 0.118 0.142 0.175
p 0.200 0.072 0.105 0.156 0.189
d 0.101 0.077 0.107 0.145 0.173
f 0.226 0.137 0.192 0.246 0.314
g 0.504 0.208 0.286 0.335 0.435
h 1.130 0.319 0.431 0.516 0.644
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In this thesis the implementation of the explicitly correlated coupled-cluster singles-and-
doubles model (CCSD(F12)) in the Turbomole package has been presented. This model
is available within the ricc2 [51] module that is an integral part of the Turbomole [69]
package. The program is capable of computing the CCSD(F12) energies with RHF, ROHF
and UHF reference wave functions.
Among other implementations of the CCSD(F12) model, the one presented here is unique,
because it combines integral-direct elements with density tting techniques. The most
demanding step of the CCSD model (the transformation involving the Coulomb integrals
with four virtual indices) is performed using the AO-based integral-direct scheme, whereas
other parts exploit density tting techniques. The former feature allows for reducing the
cost of the most time consuming operation within the CCSD scheme. With approximately
the same cost of the transformation itself (n4virn
2
occ vs. N
4n2occ in the cases of fully MO-
and partially AO-based algorithms, respectively) one can avoid the expensive AO-MO
transformation of the Coulomb integrals to the virtual space. The ΩBFµiνj intermediate,
which is a key quantity of the AO-based part of the conventional code, is extensively
used also for the computation of explicitly correlated contributions. The major part of
the residuals within Ansatz 1 is obtained by appropriate use of this intermediate together
with explicitly correlated V µ,νx,y intermediate. These two quantities are the most important
intermediates within the whole CCSD(F12) scheme. The remaining explicitly correlated
contributions to the residuals, involving the F12-amplitudes tp,q
′′
i,j , are obtained with den-
sity tting techniques. They have been implemented by generalizing the conventional
routines that are responsible for computing the C, D and E1 contributions to the conven-
tional residual. The structure of the conventional code allowed for the elegant introduction
of CABS indices into the existing routines without major restructuring. They are treated
as the natural extension of the conventional virtual space. This was possible because the
storing and contraction schemes are organized such that the contraction dimension always
refers to the occupied indices with the virtuals being the outer ones.
Recently, other approximated explicitly correlated coupled-cluster models have been pro-
posed. They are obtained by neglecting some explicitly correlated contributions to the
residuals and keeping the cx,yi,j coecients at the predetermined values, or by treating
the whole F12 part in the perturbative manner. Within the present work, the complete
CCSD(F12) model was implemented, as well as the diagonal orbital-invariant approxi-
mation proposed by Tew et al. and the modied approximation proposed by Adler et
al..
Each explicitly correlated contribution to the coupled-cluster expression was discussed,
and the most important parts of the implementation were illustrated with schematic al-
gorithms. Due to the fact that the code is capable of treating also UHF orbitals, the
appropriate formulas in the spin-orbital formalism were also presented. The implementa-
tion of the CCSD(F12) model should be considered as the generalization of the existing
conventional CCSD code. Therefore, some aspects of the conventional implementation,
relevant for the present work, were also discussed.
The code was applied to problems that can be of the interest of general chemistry. The
barrier heights of the reactions CH4 + CH•3  CH
...
3 H
...CH•3 → CH•3 + CH4 and CH4 +
CH•3 H
...C2H•6→ H• + C2H6 were determined using state-of-the-art quantum chemistry
methods. These barrier heights and simple transition-state theory were used to compute
the rate constants. The rate constants of the latter reaction were orders of magnitude
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smaller than those used for the modeling of the pyrolysis of ethylene, acetylene and
propylene. Based on this result, the reinvestigation of the role of this reaction in the
proposed mechanism was suggested.
The implementation of the CCSD(F12) model was applied for the accurate determination
of the atomization energies of the test set of molecules proposed by Bakowies. The esti-
mated standard deviation from the ATcT experimental data amounts to ±0.13 kJ/mol per
valence electron in the molecule. The agreement with experiment was obtained without
empirical parameters or extrapolations.
The electron anities and ionization potential of the H, C, N, O and F atoms were
computed by using conventional coupled-cluster methods supplemented with the explicitly
correlated treatment at the CCSD(F12) level of theory. Agreement with experimental
values of the order of magnitude of a fraction of meV was reached for hydrogen, carbon
and nitrogen.
Within each application project, the CCSD(F12) energy calculation was only a part of
the whole computational procedure. The accurate determination of the thermodynamic
quantities requires the inclusion of various contributions. For instance, one should include
the eects from the levels of theory that are far enough in terms of the hierarchy of the
many-body models (CCSD, (T), CCSDT, (Q) and so on) but also other contributions
are important (e.g. non-adiabatic and relativistic eects). Such composite approach was
applied and, at each level of theory including the CCSD(F12) model, the largest possible
basis set was used. This led to a very good agreement with experimental data.
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9 Zusammenfassung (in German)
Im Rahmen dieser Arbeit wurde die Implementierung des explizit korrelierten CCSD(F12)-
Modells in das Modul Ricc2 [51] des Programmpakets Turbomole [69] vorgestellt. Ne-
ben RHF-Rechnungen können, z.B. für Moleküle mit oenen Schalen, sowohl ROHF- als
auch UHF-Berechnungen durchgeführt werden.
Im Vergleich zu anderen CCSD(F12)-Implementierungen hebt sich die hier vorgestell-
te dadurch hervor, dass sie integral-direkte Elemente mit density tting-Techniken (DF)
verbindet. Der teuerste Schritt einer konventionellen CCSD-Berechnungdie Berechnung
und Verarbeitung von Coulomb-Integralen mit vier virtuellen Indizeswird vollständig
AO-basiert und integral-direkt durchgeführt. Hierdurch werden die Kosten für den teu-
ersten Schritt innerhalb der CCSD-Rechnung deutlich gesenkt, da die teuren AO-MO
Transformationen mit vier virtuellen Indizes vermieden werden. Nimmt man näherungs-
weise gleiche Kosten für die Transformationen an, ergeben sich Skalierungsverhalten von
n4virn
2
occ im Fall von MO- und N
4n2occ im Fall von teilweise AO-basierten Algorithmen.
Für eine solche AO-basierte Implementierung des konventionellen CCSD-Modells stel-
len die ΩBFµiνj-Intermediate zentrale Gröÿen dar, so dass diese für die Implementierung
des CCSD(F12)-Modells eine Schlüsselrolle einnehmen. So setzt sich der gröÿte Teil der
Residuen für Ansatz 1 hauptsächlich aus diesen Beiträgen und (explizit korrelierten) V µ,νx,y -
Intermediaten zusammen. Bei diesen beiden Gröÿen handelt es sich also um die wichtigsten
Intermediate innerhalb des gesamten CCSD(F12)-Programms. Die verbleibenden explizit
korrelierten Beiträge (welche die F12-Amplituden enthalten) werden mit DF berechnet.
Die Implementierung erfolgte in einer solchen Art, dass die vorhandenen Routinen, welche
die Intermediate C, D und E1 berechnen, erweitert wurden. Dies war möglich, da beim
Speichern und Kontrahieren die virtuellen Orbitale stets als langsame Indizes verwen-
det werden. Somit konnten die CABS-Virtuellen elegant als natürliche Erweiterung des
virtuellen Raumes ohne gröÿere Umstrukturierungsarbeiten implementiert werden.
Im Rahmen der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde zunächst das gesamte CCSD(F12)-Modell im-
plementiert. Kürzlich wurden genäherte Versionen des CCSD(F12)-Modells in der Litera-
tur vorgeschlagen. Hierbei handelt es sich um Verfahren, bei denen Terme vernachlässigt
werden, die F12-Koezienten unverändert bleiben, oder die gesamte F12-Korrektur stö-
rungstheoretisch erfolgt. Zwei dieser Vorschläge wurden ebenfalls im Rahmen der vorlie-
genden Arbeit implementiert, daausgehen vom CCSD(F12)-Modellbestimmte Terme
einfach übersprungen werden können. Bei den beiden genäherten Versionen handelt es
sich um eine diagonale orbital-invariante Methode (vorgeschlagen von Tew et al.) sowie
um das CCSD-F12b-Modell (vorgeschlagen von Adler et al.).
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde jeder explizit korrelierte Beitrag zu den CC-Gleichungen
diskutiert. Darüberhinaus wurden die wichtigsten Teile der Implementierung anhand von
schematischen Algorithmen illustriert. Aufgrund der Tatsache, dass der Code ebenfalls
UHF-Referenzwellenfunktionen akzeptiert, wurden die Formeln im Spinorbital-Formalis-
mus präsentiert. Wie weiter oben beschrieben, kann die CCSD(F12)-Implementierung
aufgrund der Programmstruktur der bereits vorliegenden CCSD-Implementierung als Er-
weiterung dieses vorhandenen Codes verstanden werden (im Gegensatz zu einer denkbaren
Umstrukturierung). Deshalb wurden manche Aspekte der konventionellen Implementie-
rung, die für die aktuelle Arbeit relevant sind, ebenfalls diskutiert.
Nach der Implementierung erfolgte die Anwendung auf chemische Fragestellungen. Hierzu
zählen Energiebarrieren für die Reaktionen CH4 + CH•3  CH
...
3 H
...CH•3 → CH•3 + CH4
und CH4 + CH•3  H
...C2H•6 → H• + C2H6, welche mit modernen Methoden der Quan-
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tenchemie berechnet wurden. Die so erhaltenen Energiebarrieren wurden mit der Theorie
des Übergangszustandes kombiniert, um Reaktionsgeschwindigkeitskonstanten zu berech-
nen. Diese waren für die zweite Reaktion um Gröÿenordnungen kleiner als solche, die in
der Literatur verwendet wurden, um die Pyrolyse von Ethylen, Acetylen und Propylen zu
modellieren. Aufgrund dieser Ergebnisse wurde vorgeschlagen, die Rolle dieser Reaktion
in den Modellierungen zu überprüfen.
Die zweite Anwendung der CCSD(F12)-Implementierung stellt die Berechnung hochge-
nauer Atomisierungsenergien dar. Dies wurde am Testsatz von 105 Molekülen durchge-
führt, welcher von Bakowies vorgeschlagen wurde. Hierbei zeigte sich eine Standardabwei-
chung von ±0.13 kJ/mol pro Valenzelektron von den experimentellen ATcT-Daten. Diese
herrausragende Übereinstimmung mit dem Experiment wurde ohne empirische Parameter
oder Extrapolationen erhalten.
Weiterhin wurden Elektronenanitäten und Ionisierungspotentiale der Atome Wasser-
sto, Kohlensto, Sticksto, Sauersto und Fluor mit konventionellen Coupled-Cluster-
Methoden berechnet, unterstützt durch CCSD(F12)-Ergebnisse. Eine sehr gute Überein-
stimmung innerhalb von einem meV mit experimentellen Daten wurde für Wassersto,
Kohlensto und Sticksto erhalten.
Innerhalb jeder Anwendung stellt die CCSD(F12)-Berechnung nur eine von mehreren
Rechnungen dar. Um thermodynamische Gröÿen hochgenau berechnen zu können, müs-
sen Beiträge unterschiedlicher Art berücksichtigt werden. So muss zum einen die Wellen-
funktion einen ausreichenden Mehrteilchencharakter haben (CCSD, (T), CCSDT, (Q),
usw.), zum anderen müssen relativistische oder nicht-adiabatische Korrekturen behan-
delt werden. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden diese verschiedenen Beiträge nicht nur
berücksichtigt, sondern darüberhinaus wurde stets die gröÿtmögliche Basis verwendet.
Durch diese Vorgehensweise ist es möglich, hochgenaue Ergebnisse zu erhalten, die mit
experimentellen Daten verglichen werden können.
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W niniejszej pracy doktorskiej przedstawiona zostaªa implementacja jawnie skorelowanej
metody sprz¦»onych klasterów (CCSD(F12)) w programie Turbomole. Implementacja
tego modelu jest dost¦pna w module ricc2 [51], który z kolei jest integraln¡ cz¦±ci¡ pakietu
Turbomole [69]. Przy u»yciu tego programu obliczy¢ mo»na energie CCSD(F12) z
referencyjnymi funkcjami falowymi RHF, UHF i ROHF.
Zaprezentowana implementacja jest unikalna w±ród innych realizacji modelu CCSD(F12),
poniewa» l¡czy ona elementy integral-direct z technikami towania g¦sto±ci. Najbardziej
zªo»ony krok modelu CCSD (transformacja anga»uj¡ca caªki kulombowskie z czterema in-
deksami wirtualnymi) jest wykonywany przy u»yciu schematu integral-direct cz¦±ciowo
w bazie atomowej. Pozostaªe cz¦±ci wykorzystuj¡ techniki towania g¦sto±ci. Ta pierwsza
cecha pozwala na zmniejszenie kosztu najbardziej czasochªonnej operacji w caªym sche-
macie CCSD. Przy utrzymaniu porównywalnego kosztu samej transformacji (n4virn
2
occ vs.
N4n2occ odpowiednio dla algorytmów zrealizowanych w bazach orbitali molekularnych i
atomowych) mo»na unikn¡¢ kosztochªonnej transformacji do bazy orbitali wirtualnych.
Wielko±¢ po±rednia ΩBFµiνj, która jest kluczowym elementem implementacji konwencjonal-
nego modelu CCSD w bazie atomowej, jest te» szeroko wykorzystywana do obliczania
jawnie skorelowanych wkªadów. Dla Ansatzu 1 znacz¡ca cz¦±¢ czªonów w równaniach
amplitudowych jest uzyskiwana przez wªa±ciwe u»ycie wielko±ci po±redniej V µ,νx,y . Te dwie
wielko±ci s¡ kluczowe dla caªego schematu CCSD(F12). Pozostaªe jawnie skorelowane
wkªady do równa« amplitudowych uzyskane s¡ przy zastosowaniu technik towania g¦-
sto±ci. Zostaªy one zaimplementowane przez uogólnienie istniej¡cych procedur odpowie-
dzialnych za obliczanie czªonów C, D i E1 do konwencjonalnych równa« amplitudowych.
Struktura kodu konwencjonalnego modelu CCSD pozwoliªa na bardzo eleganckie wpro-
wadzenie indeksów CABS do istniej¡cych procedur bez znacznych modykacji programu.
Indeksy te traktowane s¡ jako naturalne rozszerzenie bazy wirtualnej. Byªo to mo»liwe
dzi¦ki specycznemu zorganizowniu schematów kontrakcji. Wymiary kontrakcji zwi¡zane
s¡ tutaj z orbitalami obsadzonymi, a indeksy wirtualne nie s¡ jawnie zaanga»owane w
kontrakcje.
Ostanio zaproponowane zostaªy inne przybli»enia jawnie skorelowanych modeli sprz¦»o-
nych klasterów. Uzyskane one zostaªy przez zaniedbanie pewnych jawnie skorelowanych
wkªadów do równa« amplitudowych i ustalenie warto±ci wspóªczynników cx,yi,j . Inne pro-
pozycje sugeruj¡ traktowanie caªej jawnie skorelowanej cz¦±ci w sposób perturbacyjny. W
niniejszej pracy zaimplementowany zostaª kompletny model CCSD(F12) jak równie» dwa
inne, przybli»one modele.
Ka»dy jawnie skorelowany wkªad zostaª przedyskutowany, a najwa»niejsze elementy im-
plementacji zilustrowane zostaªy schematycznymi algorytmami. W zwi¡zku z tym, »e
kod obsªuguje tak»e orbitale UHF, odpowiednie wyra»enia zaprezentowane zostaªy tak»e
w formali¹mie spinoorbitalnym. Implementacja modelu CCSD(F12) powinna by¢ tutaj
rozumiana jako uogólnienie istniej¡cego kodu CCSD. Dlatego te» pewne aspekty imple-
mentacji metody konwencjonalnego CCSD, istotne z punktu widzenia tej pracy, zostaªy
tak»e przedyskutowane.
Program zastosowany zostaª do problemów, które dotycz¡ szeroko rozumianej chemii ogól-
nej. Za pomoc¡ nowoczesnych metod chemii kwatnowej wyznaczone zostaªy wysoko±ci
barier reakcji chemicznych CH4 + CH•3  CH
...
3 H
...CH•3 → CH•3 + CH4 oraz CH4 + CH•3
 H...C2H•6 → H• + C2H6. Otrzymane warto±ci barier, w poª¡czeniu z teori¡ stanu przej-
±ciowego, zostaªy wykorzystane do obliczenia staªych szybko±ci reakcji. Staªe szybko±ci
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drugiej reakcji byªy kilka rz¦dów wielko±ci mniejsze ni» te u»yte do modelowania pirolizy
etylenu, acetylenu i propylenu. Bazuj¡c na tych wynikach zasugerowane zostaªo powtórne
przenalizowanie roli tej reakcji w zaproponowanych mechanizmach.
Implementacja modelu CCSD(F12) zastosowana zostaªa do precyzyjnego wyznaczenia
energii atomizacji cz¡steczek ze zbioru testowego zaproponowanego przez Bakowiesa.
Oszacowane odchylenie standardowe od warto±ci eksperymentalnych ATcT wyniosªo±0.13
kJ/mol na ka»dy elektron walencyjny w cz¡steczce. Zgodno±¢ z eksperymentem uzyskana
zostaªa bez konieczno±ci stosowania parametrów empirycznych b¡d¹ technik ekstrapola-
cyjnych.
Przy pomocy technik sprz¦»onych klasterów i jawnie skorelowanej metody CCSD(F12)
policzone zostaªy powinowactwa elektronowe i potencjaªy jonizacji atomów H, C, N, O
i F. Zgodno±¢ z wartosciami do±wiadczalnymi rz¦du uªamka meV zostaªa osi¡gni¦ta dla
wodoru, w¦gla i azotu.
W ka»dym projekcie aplikacyjnym jawnie skorelowane obliczenia energii CCSD(F12) byªy
tylko cz¦±ci¡ caªej procedury obliczeniowej. Dokªadne wyznaczenie wielko±ci termodyna-
micznych wymaga uwzgl¦dnienia wielu czynników. Powinny zosta¢ wzi¦te pod uwag¦, na
przykªad, wkªady pochodz¡ce z poziomów teorii, ktore s¡ wystrczaj¡co zaawansowane w
hierarchii modeli wielociaªowych (CCSD, (T), CCSDT, (Q) i tak dalej), ale równie» inne
efekty s¡ istotne (np. efekty nieadiabatyczne i relatywistyczne). Taki kompozytowy
model zostaª zaproponowany w ramach niniejszej pracy. Na ka»dym rozwa»anym pozio-
mie teorii, wª¡czaj¡c w to CCSD(F12), najwi¦ksza z mo»liwych baz funkcyjnych zostaªa
u»yta. Doprowadziªo to do uzyskania bardzo dobrej zgodno±ci z eksperymentem.
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A Acronyms
ABS Auxiliary basis set





CABS Complementary auxiliary basis set
CC Coupled-cluster
CCSD Coupled-cluster singles-and-doubles
CCSD-F12 Full explicitly correlated coupled-cluster singles-and-doubles
CCSD(F12) Linearized explicitly correlated coupled-cluster singles-and-doubles
CI Conguration interaction
CVD Chemical vapor deposition
DBOC Diagonal Born-Oppenheimer correction
DF Density tting
DIIS Direct inversion in the iterative subspace
EA Electron anity
ECG Exponentially correlated Gaussian
FCI Full conguration interaction
HF Hartree-Fock
IP Ionization potential
LCG Linear combination of Gaussian
MO Molecular orbital
MP2 Second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory
MP2-F12 Explicitly correlated second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory
RI Resolution of the identity
RHF Restricted Hartree-Fock





ZPVE Zero-point vibrational energy
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In this thesis the implementation of the explicitly corre-
lated coupled-cluster singles-and-doubles model is pre-
sented. This tool is capable of efficiently calculating CCSD 
energies at the basis set limit with relatively small orbital 
basis sets. The implementation supports RHF, UHF and 
ROHF reference wave functions, which means that it can 
treat both closed- and open-shell species. The formulati-
on in terms of intermediate quantities and the applica-
tion of density fitting techniques make the implementa-
tion quite unique.
The code was applied to problems that can be of interest 
to general chemistry. The barrier heights of the reactions 
CH4 + CH      CH   H   CH     CH  + CH4 and CH4 + CH      H   C2 H      H  + C2H6
                                                                         
art quantum chemistry methods. These barrier heights 
and simple transition-state theory were used to compute 
rate constants.
The implementation was also applied to the accurate de-
termination of the atomization energies of a test set con-
taining 106 molecules. Very good agreement with expe-
riment was obtained without empirical parameters or 
extrapolations.
The electron affinities and ionization potential of the 
atoms H, C, N, O and F were computed by using conven-
tional coupled-cluster methods supplemented with an 
explicitly correlated treatment at the CCSD(F12) level of 
theory. Agreement with experimental values within a 
fraction of meV was achieved for hydrogen, carbon and 
nitrogen. 
CH4 + CH      CH   H   CH     CH  + CH4 and CH4 + CH      H C2 H      H  + C2H6 were determined using state-of-the- 
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